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Executive Summary
This review was prepared for the Saltmarsh for Life Committee. The committee was
convened by Healthy Land and Water in response to concerns about losses of saltmarsh
ecosystems in southeast Queensland. Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh (STCS)
was listed as a Threatened Ecological Community in the ‘vulnerable’ category in 2013.
While this elevates its status, declared as a Matter of National Environmental Significance,
listings in the vulnerable category are not considered matters of national environmental
significance for the purposes of Part 3 of the EPBC Act (requirements for environmental
approvals).
The review involved identifying on-the ground rehabilitation and creation projects,
assembling and reviewing any available documentation. The assessment included
summarising funding, documentation and on-ground activities, with a view to assembling a
restoration manual. The process of collating project information is ongoing and remains open
to further contributions.
Geographically, the review focussed on projects undertaken from the Sydney Basin to the
tropic of Capricorn – the northern limit of the community on the east coast (plus one project
in Townsville). A total of 108 projects were identified and collated by LGA, region and state
with 88 projects located in New South Wales and 20 projects in Queensland. Projects were
predominantly undertaken within urban and peri-urban coastal areas where community
concerns about saltmarsh losses and degraded condition motivated most projects.
Funding was identified for half of all projects and ranged from a few thousands to millions of
dollars. It was not possible to determine the $/ha cost of the different rehabilitation activities,
however, broadly, those projects that involved major engineering works cost much more than
those that involved simpler tasks such as weeding (for example). This was in part because
more-skilled work was usually budgeted, while less-skilled and unskilled work was usually
undertaken without a direct cost for labour. The involvement of multiple parties such as state
funding, with local government (LGAs) supporting community, was usually a successful mix.
Community involvement, both indigenous and others, often lead to longer-term multi-stage
projects. LGAs played a major role in many projects by providing in-kind support
(coordination, specialist equipment, specialist staff) and/or funding, or by undertaking the
project in its entirety. LGAs providing oversight and maintenance were crucial in ensuring
longer-term success.

Recommendations
Development of a new restoration manual is not required at this stage. Manuals and
experiential accounts of saltmarsh restoration were identified and have been documented.
These indicated a high level of expertise exists. However, a significant need for best-practice
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guidelines to direct rehabilitation efforts toward ecologically significant, relevant and cost
effective outcomes was identified.
Lack of a national recovery plan for the Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh
community is a central problem for the management of saltmarsh. There is currently no
coordinated way to directly evaluate the contribution of any existing or planned rehabilitation
effort in the context of the threatened ecological community, nationally or at more local
scales. This was particularly apparent in the lack of a strategic approach for selection of
rehabilitation sites and in the allocation of resources.
A likely consequence of the lack of a national recovery plan for STSC is that funding from
federal programs was rare, with only a few projects funded federally.
Rehabilitation should progress through a hierarchy of: correcting, protecting and
revegetating with extension/community engagement potentially relevant across all
stages. Rehabilitation should be considered and planned in a systematic process where
groups of rehabilitation activities are considered within the hierarchy. Starting with correcting
landscaping and hydrology related issues, then mitigating pressures such as protecting and
fencing saltmarsh areas, followed by activities related to vegetation management – on-ground
activities like planting and weeding. The fourth aspect, involving community education and
extension, should be commenced early-on and continued throughout – including with
monitoring. Minimising the construction footprint needs to be factored-in, requiring
rehabilitation in addition to the impacts that initiated the project.
A missing element from many projects was a means, or an allocation of resources, to provide
for longer-term monitoring and maintenance. It was clear that the monitoring period (with
some exceptions) was ad-hoc and too short to realistically assess if projects were successful.
The nature and extent of ongoing maintenance or modification (e.g., repairing, replanting,
weeding, up-skilling, additional protection) was often not apparent within the year or two of
monitoring that occurred for most rehabilitation projects.
Basic reporting needs to be enhanced to a standardised content level, and for information
on projects to be readily available. Consistent with inadequate reporting and lack of protocols
was a general tendency for practitioners to be unaware of many other projects. Approaches to
storing project documents are inadequate. Funding bodies could support the development of a
database for rehabilitation documents. The lack of archiving of rehabilitation documentation
could be addressed within a national STCS recovery plan.
Continued progress rehabilitating saltmarsh requires a clear process to consider and
act to minimise environmental disservices from saltmarshes. Inadequate awareness and
mitigation of disservices – including mosquito hazards, midges and sand-flies that may
emanate from saltmarshes, decreasing amenity and increased disease exposure risk – can
threaten future opportunities to rehabilitate saltmarsh and coastal wetlands generally. Yet
consideration and active management of these issues may provide alternative funding streams
for rehabilitation efforts.
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Prelude
In the following are insights from the early saltmarsher, Hamilton (1919), and a list of
saltmarsh species collated by Collins (1921), describing saltmarshes around the Sydney
region.

A. A. Hamilton (1919), describing saltmarsh in the Sydney region
The most potent factors affecting plant life in the local marshes are the presence,
in quantity, of sodium chloride in the soil, intense insolation, imperfect drainage,
tidal and stream movement. The dominance of these agencies has resulted in the
production of a flora specially organised to resist their injurious influence, plants
with xerophytic structures attaining the maximum of success. Salicornia australis
Sol., the largest local herbaceous formation, has adopted the protective device of
succulence; the Grey Mangrove, Avicennia officinalis L., deflects the light and
minimises the effects of extreme insolation by presenting a glossy leaf surface to
the solar rays; the Swamp Oak, Casuarina glauca Sieb., is practically leafless,
and the vertically arranged, highly cutinised, cylindrical stems of the reeds are
well adapted to withstand the deleterious factors operating in the marsh.
(Hamilton, 1919; p. 463)
Special Features
The distinctive note in the saltmarsh proper is uniformity, the vegetation
covering large areas of our marshes maintaining a strikingly symmetrical
arrangement, the principal formations displaying an even contour level and a
decided zonal boundary, though, in sections where the physical factors operate
irregularly, salients of greater or lesser depth are formed on their lines of
division, and the shapeless detritus heaps on the salt plain are occupied by
variform assemblages. The landscape of the marsh is the joint production of
the mangrove forest and the Salicornia meadow, the latter, with its
monotonous stretch of dull-green, stunted herbage, framing the mangroves
with a sombre border. (Hamilton, 1919; pp 465-6)
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Hamilton describes three zonal formations: 1. The
Tide-flooded Zone. 2. The Dry Salt Plain. and 3.
The Fluvial Zone; of which the middle zone poses
challenges for rehabilitation because of perceptions
of what is a healthy and a reference marsh. The
Table of saltmarsh plants (reproduced herein) was
published in Collins 1921, (Page 389) and shows a
similar structure to Hamilton with a species list
that is comparable to lists of today.

Table of mangrove & saltmarsh
plants from the Sydney region
by Collins (1921) * Rare
[Salicornia australis = Sarcocornia
quinqueflora]

The Dry Salt Plain.The stretch of dry salt plain
extending from the tide-flooded area to the
fluvial zone is for the greater part bare, the
detritus heaps and ridges usually formed round
the decaying stumps and roots of the dead
mangroves or other obstructions, and the pools,
channels, and moist depressions, harbouring a
few hardy pioneers, chiefly fugitives from the
adjoining formations, which eventually prepare
the habitat for the advent of the fluvial
vegetation. The detritus heaps are frequently
coated with a sward of Sporobolus virginicus
and outlined with an edging of Salicornia, the
latter seated on the plain (Plate xx., fig. 8) .
The severity of the conditions prevailing in this
station is exemplified by the efforts of the
Sporobolus to invade the salt plain. An outlying
stem from the sward creeps down the side of the
mound and pushes out on to the bare plain.
Flattened and closely appressed to the surface,
it proceeds for a short distance when its
progress is arrested and it sickens, turns black,
and dies. On the demise of the premier shoot, a
series of lateral issues from the inner joints and
advances en masse, but is compelled to either
turn aside or meet the fate of the leader (Plate
xix., fig. 6).
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Photos of saltmarshes from Cook’s River Sydney - Fig 6 and Fig 8 from Hamilton 1919.
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Introduction
This review of saltmarsh rehabilitation projects was prepared for the Saltmarsh for Life
Committee – a committee convened by Healthy Land and Water (HLW, formerly SEQ
Catchments). A key role of HLW is to facilitate regional conservation outcomes for coastal
saltmarsh ecosystems as these valuable systems have, historically, been degraded. For
example, there has been a 64% loss of saltmarsh in Moreton Bay between 1955 and 2012
(Accad et al., 2016). Such losses illustrate why Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh
(STCS) was listed as a Threatened Ecological Community in late 2013 and status declared as
a Matter of National Environmental Significance. The listing should have influenced
saltmarsh rehabilitation efforts by providing a lens through which projects ought to be
evaluated.
HLW established a network of stakeholders and initiated a Coastal Saltmarsh Advisory
Committee (Saltmarsh for Life) focussed on building collaborative efforts to achieve STCS
conservation outcomes in southeast Queensland (SEQ). The committee requested a review of
saltmarsh rehabilitation projects to improve understanding of techniques and to guide use of
appropriate techniques in rehabilitation efforts in SEQ. The review focussed on saltmarsh
rehabilitation projects undertaken in Southeast Queensland and Northern New South Wales.
Also, to capture some widely acknowledged and large scale saltmarsh rehabilitation projects
and increase the number of projects evaluated, the study area was extended south to the
Sydney basin.
Subtropical and Temperate Saltmarshes have been delineated from Tropical Saltmarshes, as
the name suggests, by the Tropic of Capricorn (23° 27′ S) on the east coast of Australia. This
delineation was made based on floristics as less than a quarter of species are common to both
provinces (Saintilan, 2009).
There have been a number of published papers discussing the structure and function of
coastal saltmarshes in Australia, including the very early work by Hamilton (1919) and
Collins (1921) (see excerpts in the prelude) and later by Clarke and Hannon (1967; 1969;
1970; 1971) all focussed on the saltmarshes of the Sydney region. Others including Adam
(1981; 1988; 1990) and Bridgewater (1982), for example, extended the discussion to
saltmarsh community structure and biogeography (Bridgewater & Cresswell, 1999;
Bridgewater & Cresswell, 2003). Habitat values and saltmarsh ecosystem services generally,
have also been discussed (e.g., Colclough et al., 2005; Gedan et al., 2009; Koch et al., 2009;
Granek et al., 2010; Barbier et al., 2011), as has the importance of fish, prawn and crab
habitat and related derived economic values in Australia (Thomas & Connolly, 2001;
Hollingsworth & Connolly, 2006; Taylor et al., 2018).
Laegdsgaard’s (2006) review of saltmarsh ecology, management and restoration provides an
overview of Australian saltmarshes and when combined with Saintilan (2009) and Sainty and
Bessell-Browne (2012) effectively represents the current state of published knowledge on
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saltmarsh ecology and restoration. The other focus of research is on saltmarsh decline with
concern about Australian saltmarshes identified from at least the 1980s , for example, due to
urban development (Adam, 1981). Research into saltmarsh decline has continued with the
work of Saintilan and colleagues (Saintilan & Williams, 1999; Saintilan, 2002; Rogers et al.,
2005) and for SEQ by Dale et al. (2013) and Accad et al. (2016). Crucial to saltmarsh
survival is our response to sea level rise, although temperate and subtropical saltmarshes are
able to make some adjustment by sediment accretion processes. The key issue for long-term
saltmarsh survival, as argued by Saintilan & Rogers (2013), is upslope migration and our
willingness to make room for saltmarsh; in other words, to facilitate wetland retreat. Yet,
while retreat sounds like a plausible strategy, deciding on how this happens, can become a
substantial source of community conflict, as described by (McManus, 2006).
Discussion of coastal wetland disservice management (Dwyer et al., 2016; Knight et al.,
2017), such as mosquito hazard and biting midge, is increasingly important because of the
increasingly close proximity of people to urban coastal ecosystems, including saltmarshes.
Increased disservice can result from land-use change, wetland degradation, climate change
and sea level rise – particularly as mangroves continue to encroach into saltmarsh wetlands
(Dale et al., 2013; Webb, 2013; Claflin & Webb, 2017; Crocker et al., 2017).

Aims
The aim of this project is to review available literature (both peer-reviewed and grey
literature) concerning coastal saltmarsh rehabilitation and creation projects to identify
techniques that can be applied to SEQ Saltmarsh areas. The review will form the basis of a
Coastal Saltmarsh Rehabilitation and Management Guideline for Southeast Queensland.

Audience and Scope
The key audience of this review will be land managers, government agencies and community
groups. Information reported in the literature review aims to be practical in nature to assist
land managers in selection and implementation of rehabilitation techniques. The literature
review aimed to focus on Southeast Queensland rehabilitation and management examples, as
well as the applicability of successful rehabilitation and management techniques applied
elsewhere, particularly in climatically and geomorphically similar locations, such as NSW.
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Methods
The review focusses on grey literature – unpublished documents that express the lived
experience of saltmarsh rehabilitation. This type of literature is rarely collated and reviewed.
Broadly speaking, there are no specific documentation formats or content protocols, and most
reports may not have seen the light of day since the project was completed and acquitted.
There are two result sections. The first section contains an analysis of the saltmarsh
rehabilitation project literature and governance issues identified, including summary of
locations, documentation, funding and legislation. The second section examines the various
approaches utilised, drawing on specific projects to illustrate observations, considerations and
constraints such as resource constraints, site selection pressures and mosquito hazards,. The
appendices provide summary tables of the accumulated data used in the review.
The review focussed on saltmarsh rehabilitation and saltmarsh creation, including actions and
projects directed at improving the condition of degraded saltmarshes and the creation of new
saltmarshes. The primary documents included those directly associated with
rehabilitation/creation projects including those related to funding, permitting, reporting and
compliance. In addition, information on some projects was also found in student reports,
conference presentations, published papers and funding summaries such as expenditure
reports. As well as primary documents, a range of secondary material were accessed,
including manuals, policy documents, and published peer reviewed articles from the
scientific literature.
Documents related to grants included applications and progress, completion, acquittal and
monitoring reports. Grant related documents generally came from the granting organisations
with the amount of funding made available for projects found in summary tables located on
the internet.
Documents relating to permits generally relate to the establishment of mandatory offsets
triggered by approved habitat losses for development and infrastructure works. These
documents included permit applications, approvals and various amendments. Usually a
development or infrastructure project offset required a habitat rehabilitation plan, plus
completion and monitoring reports. Almost all of the development and offset related
documents located came from the permitting bodies.
A third source of documentation was from the organisation responsible for overseeing or
undertaking the work including Local Government, voluntary or community organisations. In
some cases, a report described multiple projects funded from a single grant source, providing
coherent documentation. But conversely, sometimes rehabilitation of a site involved staged or
multiple grants and fragmented documentation and lacked coherent reporting. The tax
requirement for most funded organisations to retain records is seven yrs. Therefore, without
the requirement from the funding body to retain records for longer, or to commit to a
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collective repository, it is possible that all records for a grant-funded project could be
disposed of after seven years from project completion.
The fourth source of information was web pages created to publicise and promote the
achievements of the organisations: funder, coordinator, manager or contractor (those in the
business of undertaking the on-ground work). Web pages were usually informative but not
detailed. Many webpages had links to documentation, however some were not maintained
and/or updated. This was usually because project staff had moved on, or the organisation had
either merged and/or prioritised new funded projects.
The justification for focussing on primary documents was that these contained first-hand
information specific to projects, including who, where, when, cost, size, plus details of work
undertaken. The overall approach taken was the ‘snowball’ method. Document trails were
identified and then followed until suitable documents were located, discussions could be had
with former project participants, or, new information about a particular project or projects
dwindled. A more systematic approach was adopted when a cache of primary documents was
identified, such as searching databases of funding outcomes (for example the NSW Fisheries
Habitat Action Grants) and contacting granting bodies requesting copies of applications and
other related reports for relevant projects. Consequently, most leads ended being successful,
while a few were not. However, all projects with intent to improve or create saltmarsh were
included in the database with or without documents.
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Results and Discussion
Rehabilitation projects
One hundred and eight projects involving some form
of saltmarsh creation, rehabilitation, recovery, or
protection were identified, up until October 2017.
The extent of the study was limited to areas from
Sydney and northward along the east coast to
Townsville. The 108 projects have been summarised
in Table 1 based on 2016 local government area
(LGA) boundaries. The majority of projects were
undertaken in NSW (88) with less than a quarter
undertaken in Queensland (20). Appendix 1 lists the
projects studied and provides location and GPS
centroid coordinates.

Saltmarsh rehabilitation hotspots
Four saltmarsh rehabilitation hotspots were evident,
two in Sydney, one on the NSW Central Coast and a
fourth in Brisbane. In Sydney, the project hotspots
included the Cooks River in Sydney’s inner south
and the Lane Cove River in the city’s inner north.
The Cooks River projects include some relatively
sophisticated saltmarsh restoration and creation
projects including at Gough Whitlam Park
(Canterbury Bankstown LGA) and Tempe recreation
reserve (Inner West LGA). The Lane Cove River
projects (Lane Cove and Ryde LGAs) were
distinguished by the concerted efforts of the local
community, including Friends of Lane Cove National
Park, in achieving at least eight grants to restore
saltmarshes in the national park. The third hotspot
was on the NSW Central Coast, where the former
Wyong Shire Council (now Central Coast Council)
undertook seventeen saltmarsh projects as part of
implementing the Tuggerah Lakes Estuary

Table 1: Tally of coastal saltmarsh rehabilitation
and/or creation projects by Region and Local
Government Area (LGA).

No.
Projects

Region / LGA
QLD-Far Nth

1

Townsville

1

QLD-Central

1

Gladstone

1

QLD-South East

18

Sunshine Coast
Moreton Bay
Brisbane
Redlands
Gold Coast

2
6
6
1
3

NSW-North Coast

16

NSW-Mid-North Coast

20

Tweed Heads
Byron
Ballina
Richmond Valley
Clarence Valley

6
2
6
1
1

Coffs Harbour
Bellingen
Nambucca
Kempsey
Pott Macquarie Hastings
Mid-coast

1
3
2
10
2
2

NSW-Central Coast

26

Port Stephens
Newcastle
Lake Macquarie
Central Coast

3
2
2
19

NSW-Sydney
Northern Beaches
Lane Cove
Ryde
Parramatta
Canada Bay
Sydney
Inner West
Canterbury Bankstown
Bayside
Georges River
Sutherland

Grand Total

26
2
3
5
3
1
1
3
2
3
1
2

108
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Management Plan 1. The plan was actioned between 2008 and 2016 with funding of
$20,000,000 from a Caring for Our Country grant and $3,250,000 from a Landcare grant. The
exact amount spent on the 17 saltmarsh projects was not identified.
In Queensland, a saltmarsh rehabilitation hotspot centred on the Bulimba Creek Catchment
Coordinating Committee (B4C) who has been involved in most of the projects identified in
the Brisbane area. The main B4C saltmarsh project is ongoing restoration of the Bulimba
Creek Oxbow that began in 2000 as an offset to the Port of Brisbane Motorway construction.
This long-term project has been studied extensively and has been recognised with at least
eight awards.
After closing off projects for analysis, a number of additional projects have come to light
including along Cup and Saucer Creek – Cooks River 2, at Gough Whitlam Park (Stage 2)
and Waterworth Park (Earlwood, Sydney), various projects along Salt Pan Creek (Padstow,
Sydney) and at the Yarrahapini Wetland National Park 3 (Kempsey Shire LGA) (See end of
Table A1, Appendix 1). It is a highly likely that other projects remain to be identified.

Cultural Heritage
Saltmarsh areas in Queensland are cultural heritage areas, and any rehabilitation planning and
works need to consider 'Duty of Care' with Aboriginal cultural heritage (artefact
areas/tangible and intangible):
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 and Torres Strait Islander Cultural
Heritage Act 2003 (the Acts) require anyone who carries out a land-use activity to
exercise a duty of care. Land users must take all reasonable and practicable
measures to ensure their activity does not harm Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
cultural heritage. The duty of care applies to any activity where Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander cultural heritage is located. This includes cultural heritage located on
freehold land and regardless of whether or not it has been identified or recorded in a
database. 4

1

See https://www.wyong.nsw.gov.au/environment/tuggerah-lakes-estuary/estuary-management-plan accessed
1/9/17
2
See
http://www.mainway.com.au/project/civil-early-works/sydney-water-cooks-river-bank-naturalisationcanterbury-nsw/
3
See http://www.wrl.unsw.edu.au/expertise/solutions/wetland-restoration. The management plan for the YWNP
is available here:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/planmanagement/final/20130495YarrahapinniNPMgmtPlan.pdf
4
https://www.datsip.qld.gov.au/people-communities/aboriginal-torres-strait-islander-cultural-heritage/culturalheritage-duty-care
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The Queensland Cultural Heritage Duty of Care Guidelines are under review, with the issues
paper available on the web 5. In NSW the Office of Environment and Heritage administers
similar legislation under the National Parks and Wildlife Act (1974) 6.
Local indigenous groups have conducted and collaborated on a number of rehabilitation
projects, most often in peri-urban and rural areas. Examples include the Bunya Bunya
Aboriginal Country Corporation (Maroochy River project) in Queensland, the Tweed Byron
Local Aboriginal Land Council (TBLALC) (Fingal Wetland Conservation project), the
Kempsey Local Aboriginal Land Council (Macleay River, South West Rocks project and
Shark Island, Macleay River Estuary project) and the Darkinjung Local Aboriginal Land
Council on the various Tuggerah Lakes projects (Wyong) in NSW. Although there are
comparatively few examples, projects that included Local Aboriginal Land Councils also
demonstrated support for long-term, two-way knowledge transfer and capacity building to
enhance the role of traditional ecological knowledge in biodiversity conservation. For
example, the Fingal Wetland Conservation project was a collaboration between the land
owners TBLALC, the LGA (Tweed Shire) and a conservation group (Wetland Care
Australia). The following except from Alletson et al. (2005) describes how the collaboration
evolved, and the significant benefits that resulted:
Undertaking rehabilitation and enhancement works on the Fingal Peninsula
wetlands had been an objective of the Tweed Shire Council’s Tweed River
Committee for many years, but had been stalled for a number of reasons.
Barriers to commencing work on the land included difficulties in getting plans
approved by State Agencies and Council itself. Uncertainty existed about
implementation and works arrangements and the working relationship between
Tweed Shire and The Tweed Byron Land Council who have freehold title to the land.
The evolution of the Fingal Wetland Conservation Project removed the barriers. In
April 2003, a lapsed development application to undertake rehabilitation works in
the wetlands was reactivated by the Tweed River Committee. Submitting this new
application required consultation with the Land Council and other interested
members of the Aboriginal community. The strong message from these meetings was
that it would preferable for on-ground works undertaken on Aboriginal land to be
done by Aboriginal people. This project was seen by all parties as an excellent
opportunity to provide remuneration, skills and work experience to a number of
young men in the local community who were presently undertaking training through
a CDEP program. (Alletson et al. 2005, p 1)

5
6

https://www.datsip.qld.gov.au/resources/datsima/people-communities/cultural-heritage/issues-paper.pdf
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/conservation/aboriginalculture.htm
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For the Shark Island project, the Kempsey Local Aboriginal Land Council engaged Henry
Dunn to carry out the work. The key benefits of doing so were described in an article
published by the NSW North Coast Local Land Services:
Hugo Maree from North Coast Local Land Services said Henry is a Kempsey-based
Aboriginal weed contractor who is not only building his own ability, but also
demonstrating the value of this type of work in the Aboriginal and broader
community. “Henry’s skills are often in demand and include fencing, bush
regeneration and environmental survey work,” Hugo said.
….
Hugo Marree said the project had strengthened an important relationship between
the Kempsey Local Aboriginal Land Council and North Coast Local Land Services,
highlighting the regard for Aboriginal land conservation including recognition and
support of indigenous roles with conservation work 7.
The importance of Aboriginal Communities conducting saltmarsh and waterway
rehabilitation works will increase further as Native Title is formally recognised in more
locations. This is already the case in the Clarence River estuary (northern NSW) where
much of the saltmarsh is in areas where Native Title has been determined 8.

Document footprints
One of the issues affecting the success of a literature review is access to informative
literature. For this review, the main information required was project location and extent,
project costing and funding, specifics of the works program, and monitoring and assessment
relating to longer-term success. There were eight broad categories of literature source-types
identified, as listed in Figure 1A, where the number of projects were tallied for each sourcetype. The eight source type categories (Figure 1A) including: 1. project proposals, 2. permit
applications and approvals, 3. rehabilitation management plans, 4. post-assessment reports, 5.
academic reports (such as theses, conference papers and peer reviewed papers), 6. final
reports and executive summaries, 7. photos, and 8. web-based information (such as publicity
pages). The most common type of source document was for final reports (70, Figure 1A),
which often took the form of a summary or executive report. While most final reports
provided specific details on the project, summary and executive summary documents were
often general and usually lacked specific information, such as on budget and location. Often
summary reports corresponded with equally non-specific web-based documents and web
pages. This generalised reporting was a constraint when assessing some volunteer

7

See https://northcoast.lls.nsw.gov.au/resource-hub/media-releases/2017/protecting-precious-coastalvegetation-on-shark-island
8
See https://www.crownland.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/670804/YaeglPeople.pdf

and https://www.austrade.gov.au/land-tenure/Native-title/native-title-in-queensland
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organisation related projects. A full tally of documents for each source-type found for each
project is recorded in Appendix 2 (Table A2) using a qualitative presence absence approach.
In contrast, when a funding body required detailed final reporting (such as for the NSW
Recreational Fishing Trust – Habitat Action Grants Scheme (HAGS)) then the combination
of application and final report were usually sufficient sources of information. However, there
was no centralised repository in government housing documents on funded projects. It was
necessary to contact granting bodies directly and not all were able to provide the requested
documentation. For example, the federal government department of Environment and Energy
online reporting tool, MERIT, holds grant records only since 2013, with prior projects
inaccessible. In addition, the search engine was not able provide much by way of specific
details on projects. Another problem identified was that while a number of grant databases
were found by web searches, the data was rarely complete and difficult to validate and crossreference to particular projects 9.
The document footprint – the tally of source documents identified for each project – ranged
between zero and five (Figure 1B) with no projects found to have documents of all types and
only three projects with a total of five document types. These three projects and most of those
with four types of source documents were relatively large projects, such as major road
projects (e.g. Bremner Road, MBRC), that were initiated by environmental harm permit
related offsets. Usually offsets required comprehensive rehabilitation management plans
(e.g., the Tooraneedin Road, Coomera (Gold Coast) development) where the rehabilitation
was clearly articulated and then successfully executed. However, these plans were generally
unavailable, as for the Coomera Waters development. A further benefit of a well-articulated
plan is that adherence and potential deviation can be assessed and if need be the plan can be
renegotiated.
A

B

Figure 1: Summary of documentation A.) Types of documentation by the number of projects. B.) Number of
source document types by the number of projects. Note: The source document types were tallied qualitatively
and is not a count of actual number of documents found for a project – a score of 1 if found and 0 if not found.

9

For example, Project summaries - 2012 Restoration and Rehabilitation - state and local government grants _
NSW Environment & Heritage.html accessed 10th Sept 2017.
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Well documented projects were often notable because they pushed the envelope on aspects of
sophistication, size and scale, novelty, collaboration and engineering. In addition, a publicity
profile was usually created, promoting the significance of rehabilitation and restoration
outcomes as well as providing information for the public. These larger projects also came
with significant price tags, for example, the Penrhyn Estuary Habitat Enhancement Project
and Gough Whitlam Park saltmarsh creation project in Sydney, the Bulimba Oxbow project
in Brisbane, and restoration of the Sun Sun prawn farm in Townsville all had substantial
budgets in the hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars (see Appendix 3). These
substantial projects generated large document footprints to satisfy requirements for
accountability and auditing, even if some of the documents were not readily available.
Informative omnibus technical documents were sometimes produced when a grant funded
multiple projects. This was the case for a string of saltmarsh rehabilitation projects in the
Tuggerah Lakes Estuary 10 undertaken by Wyong Shire Council (WSC 11), and for the
WetlandCare Australia’s Coastal 20 Sites grant. Another reason for higher-quality
documentation was a development application that triggered a permit application and offset
requiring a habitat compensation plan and final acquittal reporting. Unfortunately, some
offset projects were not traceable due to a string of variations and amendments that were
often difficult to decipher.
However, well-documented projects were in the minority as most projects, particularly
smaller ones, tended to have fewer documents and those documents that did exist were often
brief. Sometimes documents were unavailable because they were lost or had been destroyed
following institutional changes, closures and mergers (e.g., Coomera Waters project, SEQ,
and WetlandCare Australia projects). For some projects, key documents were unavailable
because they were commercial and/or confidential documents (e.g., some contracted work
and offset related projects). Others required permission to be used (e.g., Sun Sun Farm
project, Townsville). Other documents were supplied on condition they were not included in
the database of documents.
While the scale of the rehabilitation project may not seem to warrant extensive
documentation, without a plan, a descriptive operational strategy, and some form of post
rehabilitation monitoring/assessment at a minimum, it was difficult to determine what was
undertaken and to evaluate the outcomes.
In Queensland documentation came from a range of sources including: State Government
(Fisheries permits), Local Government (development applications), community groups (grant
applications, researcher/student reports and project assessment reports), and from companies
that prepared rehabilitation plans and/or undertook the rehabilitation. But, the availability of
documents was basically haphazard, making the search for documents and projects, time

10
11

Such as: Implementation of the Tuggerah Lakes Estuary Management Plan 2008-2016 - Summary of Works
WSC merged with Gosford City Council to form the Central Coast Council in 2016
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consuming and inefficient. Thus, for Queensland there is a high likelihood that saltmarsh
rehabilitation projects and relevant documents were missed.
The take-home message is that approaches for storing of documents appeared to be
inadequate, left to the processes of individual institutions, with a seemingly random chance
that documentation survive. There is a critical need for the existing documentation to be
collated and stored for public access. Collectively, the funding bodies could be supporting the
development of a database for rehabilitation works. Attempts at creating a rehabilitation
database have been made 12, however these are inactive due to lack of funding. If there was an
active (national) database for rehabilitation projects (or subset, e.g., fish passage, marine veg
etc.) it would be possible to encourage/persuade all funders to upload relevant project
information into the database.

Funding and New Offset Legislation
Funding for saltmarsh rehabilitation comes from a wide array of sources including: Local,
State and Federal Governments grants, Local Government works budgets, development
offsets, community groups, private individuals and State Government owned corporations
(Port of Townsville). A summary of funding (for projects where the funding was identified)
is given in Table 2. The summary was extracted from the full funding dataset given in
Appendix 3 Table A3. The funding amount was not determined for just under half (47%) of
projects and the actual cost of the project was unknown although the total grant amount was
known for a further 25% of projects.
Federal Government funding for specific projects relating to saltmarsh rehabilitation has
extended into the 10s of millions of dollars, including substantial investments through Caring
for Our Country (CFOC) and National Landcare Programs (NLP). The former Wyong Shire
Council received $20 million in a Caring for Our Country grant (2008-2013) followed by a
$3.25 million Landcare grant for 2014-2017 13 for rehabilitation projects in the Tuggerah
Lakes region, some of which funded 17 saltmarsh rehabilitation projects. There have been
only a few saltmarsh related CfOC grants in Queensland – mostly awarded to WetlandCare
Australia. Landcare funding of projects has occurred through HLW (SEQ Catchments). Since
2013, Federal Government funding for the environment has reduced by a third and continues
to decline, including funding for National Biodiversity projects 14.

12

For example: http://afc.info-fish.net/api/geprojectlist.asp and https://research.jcu.edu.au/tropwater/researchprograms/australian-mangrove-and-saltmarsh-network/rehabilitation-and-restoration-projects
13
See: https://www.wyong.nsw.gov.au/environment/tuggerah-lakes-estuary
14
See https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/dec/13/environment-funding-slashed-by-third-sincecoalition-took-office?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Gmail
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Table 2: Sources of project funding including number of grants supported by Federal and State Governments. If
grant details are known they are listed, otherwise they are recorded as “?”, for example for Landcare grants
amounts are known for two of the three known grants with the unknown third grant shown as “3?”.

Funding Source
Federal Govt

Number of
Projects
28

Program

Caring For Our Country (CFOC)

22

2

Landcare

19

3

Green Army

2
36

5
32

State Govt
NSW Environmental Trust (NSW
ET)

6

4

NSW Recreational Fishing Trust
(NSW RFT)

17

15

2
1

2
1

10
23

10
8

NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NSW NPWS)
NSW Storm Water Trust
Local land Services/ Catchment
Management Authority
(LLS/CMA/SEQC/HLW)
Local Govt

Offsets

Number of
Grants
10

Total

LGA only

16

LGA combined with Grant

7
25
15

New South Wales

Queensland
Other Sources
Port of Townsville, Townsville
Sydney Olympic Park,
Parramatta

10
4

8
1

1

1

1

3

?

Funding Summary

1. Wyong Council $20,000,000
2. WetlandCare Australia
(WCA) Coastal20 – $2,500,000
1. Wyong Council - $3,250,000
2. MBRC $50,000
3? *
Labour only – with limited
expenses funding
1. WCA – $100,000
2. Bayside Council - $140,000
3-4. ?
15 Grants $536,228
Total project value $1,106,013
1. Sutherland Council $27,310
2. Tomago wetlands - ?
1. ?
1-10. ?

1. Tempe Recreation Reserve $175,000
2. Gough Whitlam Park $238,229
3. Byron Oxbows - $120,000
4-16.?
1-8. Grants: $281,810;
LGAs: $554,937

1. Bremner Rd MBRC –
Landcare $50,000 + Offset
$66,504
2. Cabbage Tree Ck - $20,620
3. Doughboy Pde Hemmant $32,707
4-10. ?
$3,000,000 plus site
transferred to National Parks
Qld
Major funding for Sydney
Olympics
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At the State Government level, the NSW Government has a number of funding opportunities
for saltmarsh rehabilitation that range in scale from thousands to hundreds of thousands of
dollars. For example, the NSW Department of Primary Industries Fisheries “Habitat Action
Grants Scheme” (HAGS) provides funding at two levels: up to $2,000, and up to $40,000.
The aim of the HAGS has been to improve fish habitats. Since 2010, 15 grants worth
$536,228 have been awarded for saltmarsh rehabilitation projects with a total project value of
$1,106,013 (Table 2) – more than doubling the value of the grant funding. In 2017, the
HAGS was extended to include large grants up to $400,000 with the introduction of the
“Flagship Fish Habitat Rehabilitation Grants”. The HAGS are awarded from the pool of
funds received from recreational fishing fees and a panel of recreational fishers is involved in
assessment of the grants. Table A3 in Appendix 3 lists (where known) both the grant funding
and the total budget amounts for projects.
At the Local Government level, saltmarsh rehabilitation projects were often included in
Council works programs, either, directly or as infrastructure development offsets. These
projects were funded by Council and either undertaken by Council staff or contracted out, for
example, Tweed Shire Council undertook the Latitia Spit (2004) and RMS Fingal 15 (2012)
rehabilitation projects. They were in response to public concern about habitat damage 16. The
Jack Julius Park rehabilitation project was funded by Tweed Shire council as an offset for
environmental harm due to construction of the Cudgen Pedestrian Bridge at Kingscliff. In
addition, LGAs (such as Kempsey Council) often supported projects by providing in-kind
resources and cash – sometimes more than doubling the value of a grant. These funders
generally seek in kind or financial contributions from applicants that match or exceed funds
awarded.
In Queensland, there were a number of “environment” funding opportunities although there
appears to have been few funded projects focussing on saltmarsh rehabilitation. The
Department of Environment and Heritage “Everyone's Environment Grants Program”
(EEGP) has been running for three years, providing grants of up to $100,000. The Oxbow
South Rehabilitation and Revegetation project 17 was a recipient in Round 1 receiving $23,540
to fund weeding and replanting, contributing to the long-term Bulimba Creek Oxbow Project
(B4C). There have been more than 300 funded projects in the EEGP scheme, although the
Oxbow project is the only one identified that directly addressed saltmarsh rehabilitation. It
was noted that a number of related projects were funded, such as with the Bunya Bunya
Country Aboriginal Corporation 18. The Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
(DAF) manage the Fish Habitat Research and Management Program that has funded
saltmarsh rehabilitation projects, including aspects of the Bremner Rd projects (Moreton Bay
Regional Council) and Bulimba Creek Oxbow Projects (Brisbane). The EEGP has been

15

See http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/biodiversity/14817aqoffs.pdf
See http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.522.283&rep=rep1&type=pdf
17
https://environment.ehp.qld.gov.au/everyones-environment/?project=120023
18
https://environment.ehp.qld.gov.au/everyones-environment/?project=EEC140267
16
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replaced by the Community Sustainability Action Grants Program 19, however after two
rounds it appears there have been no saltmarsh related grants awarded from this program as
yet.
The alternate funding stream to grants is environment harm related development offsets.
Where a development activity is expected to cause unavoidable harm to marine vegetation
(NSW), or marine plants (Qld), a compensatory offset process might be triggered. In NSW
provisions in the Fisheries Management Act 1994 (FM Act) allow for permits that authorise
harm to marine vegetation, and also include conditions that require rehabilitation or
compensatory works to occur. The subject provision, section 220 (1B) of the FM Act, states:
“conditions of a permit may include conditions requiring the permit holder to enter into a
bond or guarantee or other financial arrangement for the due performance of the holder’s
obligations under this Act” 20. Section 3.3.3 of NSW DPI Fisheries Policy and Guidelines 21
outlines the operation of this section. For instance, authorised impacts from approved works
within a State Environmental Planning Policy Coastal Wetlands (SEPP14) are compensated
at a ratio of 10 to 1 while impacts in habitats outside of SEPP14 wetlands, the compensatory
ratio is at 2 to 1. SEPP14 Coastal Wetland mapping is being updated within the NSW
Government’s coastal reform package as part of the implementation of the Coastal
Management Act 2016. A new ‘Coastal Management SEPP’ 22 is currently being prepared
and it will consolidate and improve current coastal-related SEPPs. It will replace SEPP 14
(Coastal Wetlands), SEPP 26 (Littoral Rainforests) and SEPP 71 (Coastal Protection). There
are also provisions under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the
Water Management Act 2000 for the ordering of rehabilitation and compensation work.
Finally, while State Significant Infrastructure and State Significant Development proposals
have an alternate approval pathway that does not require obtaining individual permits for
impacts such as harm to marine vegetation, the NSW Biodiversity Offsets Policy for Major
Projects – Aquatic Biodiversity23 applies and achieves offsets consistent with the ratios
described above.
In Queensland, the offset legislation has also been revised over the last few years with the full
implementation in July 2017. The following is copied from the relevant web pages describing
offsets in Queensland as of July 2017:

19

https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/funding/community-sustainability
https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/1994/38/part7/div8/sec220
21
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/468927/Policy-and-guidelines-for-fish-habitat.pdf
22
See http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Policy-and-Legislation/Coastal-Reforms
23
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/biodiversity/14817aqoffs.pdf
20
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… an environmental offset compensates for unavoidable impacts on significant
environmental matters, (e.g. valuable species and ecosystems) on one site, by
securing land at another site, and managing that land over a period of time, to
replace those significant environmental matters which were lost.” 24
The current Queensland environmental offset framework came into effect on July
23rd, 2017 and comprises three components:
Environmental Offsets Act 2014 (PDF, 597KB), as amended on 2 July 2015,
which coordinates the delivery of environmental offsets across jurisdictions and
provides a single point-of-truth for offsets in Queensland.
Environmental Offsets Regulation 2014 (PDF, 400KB), as amended on 12 May
2017, which provides details of the prescribed activities regulated under existing
legislation and prescribed environmental matters to which the Act applies.
The Queensland Environmental Offsets Policy 2017 Version 1.4 (PDF, 984KB)
which provides a single, consistent, whole-of-government policy for the
assessment of offset proposals to satisfy offset conditions 25
The new offset framework replaces the previous offset framework that consisted
of five offset policies:
Queensland Government Environmental Offset Policy
Policy for Vegetation Management Offsets
Queensland Biodiversity Offset Policy
Marine Fish Habitat Offset Policy
Offsets for Net Gain of Koala Habitat in Southeast Queensland Policy.
Under the new legislation, development applications need to be concluded within a specified
timeframe and will be considered across jurisdictions through the State Assessment and
Referral Agency (SARA), enabling a coordinated, whole-of-government approach to the
state's assessment of development applications 26, thus centralising permitting, offsets and
reporting. One of the features of the new system is pre-application discussions with SARA to
help streamline the process, which could affect the triggering of offsets. Even so, the new
offset process could lead to substantial rehabilitation funding opportunities.

24

https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/management/offsets/what-when
Copied from: https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/management/offsets/legislation
26
http://www.dilgp.qld.gov.au/planning/development-assessment/state-assessment-and-referral-agency.html
25
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Rehabilitation Approaches
Across the 108 projects, 17 activities were identified, falling into four action groups (as
shown across the top of Figure 2) including: structural and hydrologic; protections;
vegetation management; and extension. A full list of activities for projects can be found in
Appendix 4, Table A4, where the activities have been listed under the action group. In many
cases a set of related activities within an action group were undertaken, such as landscape
change or removal of a bund and hydrologic changes. In other projects, activities included
one or more from all action groups. Action groups are used to organise the discussion of
rehabilitation approaches that follows the next section, but first is a discussion of project
activity tallies.

Rehabilitation Activities
The tally of projects by activity shows the most common were revegetation (56 projects,
52%, Figure 2), weeding (45 projects, 42%) and monitoring (63 projects, 60%). Exclusion
activities including access management (barriers) and/or fencing, combined occurred for 51
projects (47%) with ten projects having both barriers and fencing.

Figure 2: Tally of project activities grouped by the four action types across the top of the fgure with the number
of projects listed for each action group in parentheses.

The least common activities mentioned were watering and title change. Lack of inclusion of
watering could be an oversight, or as a minor activity, or because watering may have been
thought unnecessary due to tidal inundation (discussed with vegetation management below).
For the latter, title changes to state or national park to enhance protection was rare, in part
because of pre-existing title and the potential or real cost of management. Changing title can
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be a useful permanent change that can improve ongoing management, particularly where
there are multiple landowners within a single wetland system. Also, changing title can
alleviate problems where landowners obstruct wetland management, such as, where
hydrologic changes are required.
Figure 3 summarises the number of
activities undertaken per project with
eighty percent of projects involving
between two and six activities.
Although,
for
some
projects,
identifying
the
activities
was
inconclusive because of limited
documentation, with only the main
activities described.
The most complete source of
information
on
the
activities Figure 3: Tally of the total number of activities undertaken
undertaken in a project was from by projects.
detailed financial acquittals and/or
budgets, because each line-item related to a specific activity and all activities, including inkind contributions, were listed (this was the case for many of the NSW Fisheries HAGS
projects and the Bremner Rd SEQC project). The opposite was also the case for some
projects where the only information was a financial acquittal. The zero activity count for five
projects (Figure 3) was because there was no information available for the project or the
project had stalled, failed or was in a dispute.
There were only 12 projects (11%) where more than six activities were reported to have been
undertaken. These projects are listed in Table 3 to demonstrate the scope, range of budgets
and activities. They were projects with substantial budgets and multiple objectives, such as
the Bulimba Oxbow project (Brisbane) and the Penrhyn Estuary project (Port Botany
expansion offset, Sydney) and projects at the Sydney Olympic Park undertaken as part of the
preparation for the 2000 Olympic Games.
All 12 projects involved substantial landscaping and/or structural work followed by active
revegetation and a range of extension activities, as shown in Table 3. Seven of the twelve
projects including construction of new saltmarsh landscapes. Figure 4 shows the Penrhyn
Estuary in 2000 (panel A) and again in 2017 (panel B), following expansion of Port Botany
that required a substantial offset. The offset funded creation of saltmarsh, bird-roost island
and a bird-hide viewing platform shown in the Figure 4 panel C.
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Table 3: List of project activities for the projects with more than six activities.

15 Brisbane

Bulimba Oxbow

30

120,000

55 Mid-coast

Manning River
bank stabilisation
Tuggerah Lake 17
projects

Northern
84
Beaches

Kooroowall
Reserve, Pittwater
SOP Newington
Nature Reserve
SOP Badu
saltmarsh

93 Parramatta
94 Parramatta
95 Parramatta
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Canterbury
100
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104 Bayside
106 Bayside
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A

Before: August 2001

B

After: September 2017

C

Site Detail: May 2018

3
1
2

Figure 4: Aerial view of before (panel A) and after (panels B & C) the Penrhyn Estuary Habitat Enhancement
Project at Port Botany, Sydney, with the estuary outlined in yellow. Panel A: Estuary on 11th August 2001.
Panel B: Estuary 29th September 2017. Panel C: Site Detail, a close-up image of the rehabilitation on 3rd May
2018 showing 1. Saltmarsh rehabilitation area. 2.Wading bird island roost. 3. Raised walkway and bird viewing
hide. Source Google Earth Feb 2018 (Image dates as stated).
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Rehabilitation Action Types
Project activities have been grouped into four action types (as mentioned above) as a way of
exploring similar types of activities, while also reflecting the broad sequencing of activities
found in many projects. Group One actions were undertaken before other actions. Group Two
actions, either followed from Group One actions, or Group One actions were not undertaken.
A similar logic was followed for Group Three. Group Four actions may be relevant across the
three groups and should be undertaken as and when required.
Group One: Structural and hydrologic actions (59 projects), including new landscape
creation, re-worked and re-profiling landscapes, bank stabilization (such as
rock fillets) and hydrologic changes such as installing tidal control gates that
potentially required some form of engineering.
Group Two: Saltmarsh protection actions (61 projects) that limited impacts and/or access,
such as barriers and fences limiting access for people, vehicles and animals,
pest management (pigs and mosquitoes) and rubbish and vehicle removal. In a
few cases, extra protection was afforded by changing title of a site to a national
park, state or local reserve as mentioned above;
Group Three: Vegetation management actions (84 projects) focussed on onsite saltmarsh
improvement, such as revegetating (planting, seeding transplanting), mulching,
soil improvements, watering and weeding; and
Group Four: Extension Actions (73 projects) including outreach, improved awareness,
understanding and knowledge of saltmarshes such as signage, monitoring and
research.
The number of projects in each action type (Figure 2) shows that there was a relatively high
level of application across the different approaches. Vegetation management and related
activities were the most common, undertaken in 84 projects (78%) with just over half of these
projects engaged in active revegetation. For the remainder, natural recruitment was the
mechanism used to revegetate the saltmarsh ecosystem. This distinction was explained and
used in the Tuggerah Lakes rehabilitation (Central Coast Council) as either Active or Passive
saltmarsh rehabilitation:
Passive saltmarsh rehabilitation involves protecting and enhancing existing
saltmarshes by removing pressures like tramping, unauthorised vehicle access,
weed encroachment and mowing. Active saltmarsh restoration involves regrading
foreshores in areas where the current slope of the shoreline no longer supports
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healthy saltmarsh. These areas are often replanted with saltmarsh species to help
regeneration to occur. 27
In so doing, they had created a mechanism to think through the process of rehabilitation,
focussing on the key requirements for rehabilitation of each saltmarsh. It focusses on
understanding the relationship between tidal-hydrodynamics and topography (foreshore
profiles), and whether the existing conditions were consistent with saltmarsh ecosystem
recovery. In the case of the Tuggerah Lakes work, either the existing foreshore profile was
adequate (points to passive approaches), or the foreshore needed regrading to recreate a
suitable slope (points to active approaches). The distinction between active and passive, as
used above, raises a question that needs to be asked early on for every project: Is the
relationship between tidal hydrology and topography suitable for saltmarsh recovery? It is a
widely held view that if this relationship is suitable and damaging pressures mitigated,
revegetation looks after itself. However, the converse may be more important: if the physical
landscape is unsuitable for saltmarsh then, without correction, other efforts are likely to be
wasted. What constitutes ‘suitable’ varies site by site, but reflecting nearby hydro-topography
suitable for saltmarsh is a useful starting point.

1. Structural and Hydrologic
Hydrology / Land-forming and structural works were undertaken to re-establish an
appropriate hydrologic regime and create or recreate a landscape within which saltmarsh
would grow. Existing marshes can be reinvigorated when a significant physical barrier to
saltmarsh function or survival is removed. Generally, the scale of these projects was both
complex and expensive, usually involving hydrological assessments, substantial earthworks
and infrastructure. Working within the tidal zone (particularly disturbing the soil and/or
marine plants) requires a permit and works must adhere to the permitted plan.
There were a number of reasons for projects involving landscaping and structural works
including: repurposing from prior land-uses; filling and levelling; demonstration, educational
or recreated saltmarsh environments; removal or replacement of legacy infrastructures, and
bank stabilisation and erosion control structures, as discussed below.
Repurposing from prior land-use
Creating or recreating a saltmarsh as part of repurposing land-use from prior industrial or
primary production land use usually required significant remediation and reconstruction
effort. Examples include Sun Sun prawn farm, Townsville (to national park); Bill Benham
Park, Brisbane (urban renewal) and Sydney Olympic Park (revitalisation and special purposes
venues). The latter two were contaminated industrial sites. The Sun Sun project is reported to

27

Implementation of the Tuggerah Lakes Estuary Management Plan – saltmarsh.pdf, page 2
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have cost $3,000,000, while the Bill Benham Park work reportedly cost $1,800,000.The cost
attributed to the saltmarsh work – explicitly – was not reported.
Filling and levelling
A less complex version of landscaping is filling and levelling of existing marsh and foreshore
areas to repair damage from vehicle wheel ruts, settling following infrastructure works, cattle
hooves, past ditching and other localised damage. Where these ruts, or depressions, traverse
from mangroves areas into the marsh they can be a conduit for mangrove encroachment.
Many of the smaller depressions can be used by saltwater mosquitoes as larval habitats,
becoming a mosquito hazard for the wider community. Saltwater mosquitoes can disperse
many tens of kilometres from the larval habitat and are vectors of diseases such as Ross River
and Barmah Forest viruses and heartworm in dogs. Filling and levelling (with or without
replanting) removes the depressions, helping the marsh to recover, as well as mitigating the
mosquito hazard. But to retaining the benefit of filling and levelling mitigating against the
initial cause of damage may require on-going exclusion of the vehicle or stock. More
generally, few restoration tasks can be undertaken in isolation. For filling and levelling
related tasks and issues include: how to deal with existing topsoil and existing vegetation,
what fill material should be used and where should it be sourced from, what levels to fill to,
what method to use for filling and levelling, and how should the final ‘soil’ surface be
prepared? Responses to these issues depend on site conditions and available resources. As
such, each has opportunities and constraints unique to the specific project. Good examples of
where these issues have been discussed can be found in Dalby-Ball (2015) and include the
Penrhyn Estuary project (Bayside, Sydney), the Gough Whitlam Park project (Canterbury
Bankstown, Sydney) and the Kooroowall Reserve project (Pittwater Sydney).
Another example of infilling prior to revegetating a damaged saltmarsh is the Fingal Wetland
Conservation Project at Tweed Heads (NSW) described by Alletson et al. (2005). The project
involved the PhD study by Joanne Green described in her thesis: Ecology of a saltmarsh
restoration site, (Green, 2009). Green’s conceptual model (reproduced in Figure 5) illustrates
the restoration process including the infilling and levelling involved. The level was chosen
(slightly elevated) to minimise mangrove encroachment and depressions were slightly
overfilled to allow for settling. The infill material was sourced locally and the topsoil was
preserved for subsequent inoculation of the new infill surface.
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Figure 5: Conceptual model of stages in saltmarsh restoration that includes infilling and levelling (source Green
2009, Figure 2.3, p 44)

The restoration project was undertaken in four stages, illustrating how restoration involves an
ordered sequence of activities as described below (the italicised text following is from
Alletson et al. 2005, p4-5).
Stage 1. Removal of topsoil for later inoculation, plus removal of rubbish and many car
bodies. Alletson et al.:
The first step taken in preparing fill sites was to strip back surface sediments so that
the top soil could be used to inoculate the new surface and as such provide a source
of silt, nutrients and the microfaunal assemblages that were already occupying this
niche.
The use of topsoil from, or adjacent to the site can ensure the local microbial resources are
present for the new saltmarsh plants. This may be the best option, but, also may
reintroduce existing unwanted plants.
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Stage 2. Infilling and levelling to match adjacent saltmarsh topography to exclude
mangroves. Explained by Alletson et al. as:
In an attempt to prevent mangrove incursion in areas where saltmarsh regeneration
was desired, surface levels were raised to a higher level. Filling was undertaken
using a backhoe. After approximate string levels were achieved, levels were slightly
overfilled, to allow for settlement and redistribution of sand due to wetting and tidal
flow. The original surface sediment was respread by throwing it out in individual
shovel loads onto the new sand surface, and then mixing it in as much as possible
with a steel rake.
Stage 3. Inoculating of infilled sand by mixing it with the pre-existing topsoil and
relevelled. The fill was locally source as explained:
Suitable fill for the site was an importance factor in planning. Sand mining in the
areas surrounding saltmarsh regeneration sites had left several piles of clean sand.
This was subsequently used as fill in areas where existing surface levels were too
low. This was an advantage to the project as it prevented the need to import fill for
site works and removed the associated impacts of more heavy vehicles traversing
the site. It also avoided the problems associated with matching soil texture and
finding uncontaminated material.
Stage 4. Natural colonisation and translocation of saltmarsh plants led to successful
restoration.
The next step in regenerating the main saltmarsh site was reintroduction of plant
material, which was limited in this case to Salt Couch. Several methods were
considered to replant Saltmarsh, including growing on small cuttings in a nursery,
sowing stolons after treating them with a growth hormone and translocation of
turves. The latter method refers to the technique of removing a spadeful of existing
Salt Couch, roots and sediment included, and replanting it into the newly prepared
surface. This was judged to be the technique that offered the greatest chance of
success because it involved the least disturbance of the roots and therefore
maximum chances of plant survival.
After three years of monitoring, Green (2009) found that passive and active regeneration
had developed to similar levels, noting (citing Smith-White, 1988) Sprobolus virginicus
did not regenerate via seed because of a possible genetic - fertility issue 28 with the type at
Fingal. As such, the natural recruitment was by Sarcocornia quinqueflora and Suaeda
australis.

28

Extract from Green 2009, page 189: “Two reproductive types were identified in the northern New South
Wales region, tetraploid type 1 and 4 (Smith-White 1988). Both types flowered throughout the summer but only
tetraploid type 1 produced fertile pollen and seed germinated in glasshouse trails. Tetraploid type 4 generally
grows around estuaries on sand”
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Re/created and demonstration/educational saltmarsh environments
These activities occurred when the original saltmarsh was lost and there was a desire to reestablish saltmarsh as a demonstration / educational or restored environment. Gough Whitlam
Park, Steele Park (Inner West LGA) and Federal Park (Leichhardt LGA) in Sydney are
examples of recreated saltmarsh landscapes. The iconic saltmarsh creation project is the
Penrhyn Estuary project at Port Botany (Sydney). The estuary and adjacent foreshore was
created in the 1970s as part of the first Port Botany development. The saltmarsh and birdroost island were created over the past 10 years. The project included extensive supporting
infrastructure for public access and viewing including car park, paths, boardwalks, and access
barriers.
The created saltmarsh at Gough Whitlam Park on the Cooks River (Sydney) is a ~3,000 m2
amphitheatre excavated back from the river bank and connected to it by four rock framed
inlets (Figure 6). Images from before and during construction are shown in Figure 7 (copied
from Dalby-Ball 2015 p 23). It is unclear if this saltmarsh is ecologically important due to its
size, however it has aesthetic and educational benefits, particularly as it strongly resembles
features of a natural marsh. The saltmarsh was struggling after its establishment phase, in part
because there was limited understanding of the management required. However, reengagement by council (including capacity building for park staff) and community (through
regular maintenance and monitoring) over the past 10 years has ensured that the saltmarsh
now requires little maintenance (pers comm N. Graham). It is noted that the ecological value
of this project is increasing, as more saltmarsh recovery projects are undertaken. To this end,
there are at least five established saltmarsh sites in the Cooks River catchment (Wave Rock,
Steel Park, Gough Whitlam Park, Tempe Recreation Reserve and Landing Lights Wetlands),
plus at least three planned or recently completed projects (Cup and Saucer Creek
(Canterbury) and Waterworth Park (Earlwood) and on nearby Wolli Creek (the latter three
projects were not reviewed)
Removal or replacement of legacy infrastructure
Removal or replacement of legacy infrastructure such as tide gates, culverts and connecting
channels. Mostly, these types of projects had the purpose of restoring tidal processes to
restore saltmarshes, and often, had additional goals like re-establishing bird or fish habitats.
Often the scope of such works is constrained by neighbouring landholders within the subject
wetland system. The most technically advanced approach to address this situation, and tidal
management generally, is the ‘smart tide gates’ 29 installed in the Hunter estuary where they
have been a critical component to restoring extensive saltmarsh and in providing bird and fish
habitat.

29

the ‘true’ or original smart gate was used in Broughton estuary on the Shoalhaven by Glamore, see pg 49:
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/633781/floodgate-workshop.pdf
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Use of tidal floodgates which are floodgates that remain open for managed tidal inundation
and flushing but close once the tide has reached a certain height has occurred at Tarkeeth
Wetland, Kalang River (Bellingen, NSW), Watt Creek, (Nambucca Heads, NSW) where the
tidal processes were restored and creeks realigned to re-establish connectivity and fish
passage. Yarrahapini National Park was created in 2007 after land was purchased and retitled as a national park. Renamed Yarrahapini Wetland National Park in 2008, the 2013
management plan records that 340 ha of saltmarsh had been degraded due to installation of
levees and floodgates in the 1970s, with only 4 ha intact.

Cooks River
Saltmarsh
Gough Whitlam
Park

Figure 6: Images of the Gough Whitlam Park saltmarsh site. Upper panel: 2016 aerial image of saltmarsh (white
arrow) with four rock-lined inlets on the river bank near the white arrow. The arrow corresponds with the
location and direction of the ground photo shown in the lower panel (Source: Six Maps). Lower Panel: The
saltmarsh in 2017, highlighting the amphitheatre shape with zones of saltmarsh vegetation, with higher ground
on the right-hand side, and river bank on the left-hand side of the phot. (photo: Jon Knight 2017).
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Figure 7: Construction of saltmarsh amphitheatre at Gough Whitlam Park (Sydney). Top panel – before
construction. Middle and bottom panels during construction. (Source Dalby-Ball 2015 Plate 20 page 23.)

The plan included restoration of the prior saltmarsh areas after the removal of deteriorated
legacy infrastructure (which has occurred). Mangroves and saltmarsh have since begun reestablishing through passive rehabilitation 30. Intertidal marine vegetation is often a
beneficiary in large scale projects that re-establish natural hydrology, addressing acid sulfate
soil and black water runoff impacts arising from previously degraded and drained coastal
wetlands.
Sometime removal of infrastructure has restored the entire wetland system. An example is
removal of a 120 m long artificial channel constructed in the 1970s, located between Salty
Creek and Salty Lagoon (Evans Head, NSW). Salty Creek is an ICOLL 31 that intermittently
opens to the sea, causing periodic draining and saltwater intrusion to the creek. Salty lagoon
in it’s natural form (i.e., not directly connected to the creek) is a shallow groundwater
(freshwater) widow lake separated from Salty Creek by a 120 land bridge 32, through which

30

See http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/~/media/A3DEC651A2414467B51E893882C9207E.ashx
Intermittently Closed and Open Lakes and Lagoons
32
See Hydrosphere Consulting report: Salty Lagoon Ecosystem Recovery Monitoring Program Final Report
March 2010 accessed at
http://www.richmondvalley.nsw.gov.au/icms_docs/137779_Salty_Lagoon_Ecosystem_Recovery_Monitoring_P
rogram_Final_Report.pdf
31
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the artificial channel was built. In 2012, Richmond Valley Council was permitted to
undertake infilling of the artificial channel as described below, where the potential for
reversing the process is also set-out:
The characteristics of the obstruction will be to utilise degradable fabric
membranes as sand bags to initially block the artificial channel at both ends, and
then fill the gap with natural sand dredged from the beach [Airforce Beach]. After the
artificial channel is filled a 5 year trial will commence to monitor and then assess if
the health of the Lagoon has improved. If the trial is successful, the obstruction will
become permanent. If the trial is unsuccessful then the artificial channel will be reopened by deconstruction as the obstruction will be easily removable. (NSW DPI
Fisheries Permit P12-1025, page 21)

Monitoring of the works has indicated the lagoon is reverting to its original freshwater state,
and therefore does not warrant reversing action. The saltmarsh on the repaired creek bank has
regenerated without further action. It is worth noting, however, that in some instances (e.g.,
Lake Innes, Port Macquarie, NSW) evaluation of the problem can result in the decision to
leave the system as it is, and to not rehabilitate. Site-specific assessments to build an
evidence base for informing decision making is critical.
Bank stabilisation and erosion control structures
Bank stabilisation and erosion control structures for protecting the foreshore can also create
conditions suitable for saltmarsh habitats. Examples include: the sea wall on Claydon
Reserve, Kogarah Bay (Sydney), gabion rock walls forming the tidal bank of Haslams Creek
(SOP), rock armouring placed adjacent to inlets to saltmarsh at Gough Whitlam Park and
Wave Rock in Sydney, and Jack Julius Park (Kingscliff, NSW), and rock fillets installed at
Lake Wooloweyah (Yamba, NSW) (visible on Google earth), Manning River (Harrington
NSW) and the Byron Oxbows (Mullumbimby, NSW).
Engineered structures address particular problems and are designed around site-specific
issues. Sometimes, the need to undertake a project can compromise the outcome. In the
Ballina North Creek South Bank Site (undertaken in 2013) the use of coir logs was reported
to have aided in creek bank stabilisation with regeneration apparent within eight months.
However, by 2018 there was little evidence that the project achieved the goal of stopping
erosion. The coir logs were gone, although some wooden stakes used were present, and bank
erosion was still evident. Yet, while other approaches, such as rock gabions or revetment,
may have worked better in the long term, these would have been very expensive options
because of site access difficulties.
Rock fillets are a more environmentally friendly solution than the traditional rock revetment
for protecting against bank undercutting and erosion. A revetment is a sloping barrier that
extends above the wave action zone whereas a rock fillet is a rock barrier that forms a wave
barrier away from the shoreline that stops bank undercutting and creates a shallow inter-tidal
still-water area behind the fillet to enable sediment accumulation to form a protected zone for
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mangrove and saltmarsh establishment. Figure 8 shows photos of an area of rock filleting
along the Manning River at Harrington NSW, rehabilitated in 2016 including: the nature of
the erosion problem (top photo), new placed rock fillets (centre photo), and cattle exclusion
fencing and tree planting, also showing an area of foreshore mangroves and saltmarsh
(bottom photo).
A similar problem of shoreline retreat, amounting to more than 40 m at Lake Wooloweyah
(Yamba, NSW), was caused by erosion and bank undercutting that has produced extensive
loss of saltmarsh. Remediation leading to substantial saltmarsh and mangrove regeneration,
has included more than three km of rock fillets and accompanying fencing placed just
landward along the shoreline, similar to that shown in Figure 8.
Landscaping and structural infrastructure activities are generally expensive and require
detailed assessment, planning, permits / approvals and engineering for the work to be
implemented effectively. They also require specific skill sets and equipment. They usually
also create a construction footprint that firstly needs to be minimised, through clear
understanding between project planners and machinery operators of the objectives,
sequencing, environmental and machinery constraints and appropriate mitigation strategies.
A project planner may, intuitively consider a small posi-track vehicle to be less likely to
impact on a saltmarsh than a larger tracked excavator. However, mini-excavators (<5 tonnes)
with ground pressure ratings comparable to a posi-track are now more widely available.
Excavators have a cabin and extendable boom with bucket or other attachment that can rotate
through 360 degrees without any movement of the independent chassis and tracks beneath the
it enabling this sort of machine to undertake works throughout the whole area within reach of
its boom without moving its tracks. A posi-track, however, moves sediment with its bucket
by moving the whole machine forward, reversing and rotating through the variable movement
of its tracks (i.e. left track goes forward while the right track goes backward). Posi-tracks
need more room to operate and can often have more widespread impact on the saltmarsh
ground surface. Minimising the construction footprint needs to be a priority as this footprint
has to be remediated, in addition to the impacts that initiated the project. Most landscaping
and structural infrastructure projects have been undertaken either by:
•
•
•

LGAs, often as a substantial in-kind contribution – as with the Manning River project
with in-house skills equipment and experience (also see Bremner Rd SEQC project);
Research organisations, with in-house skills, led by established researchers and
supported by grant funding, for example, the Water Research Laboratory (UNSW); or
Companies that specialise in coastal engineering and saltmarsh rehabilitation work
(See Appendix 3 for examples).

Although expensive, engineering solutions appear to be effective in solving many sitespecific causes of saltmarsh degradation especially when combined with a fence to address
land-based disturbance. The suite of landscaping, structural and hydrologic actions in this
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category should be thoroughly considered before committing to undertake any of the other
rehabilitation actions.

Figure 8: Photos of the Manning River bank before rock filleting (top panel), after rock filleting (middle panel)
and after construction of cattle exclusion fencing and tree planting (bottom panel) undertaken for the Best
Practice River Bank Stabilisation Manning River Estuary Project (near Harrington NSW). The project was
supported by a $40,000 HAGS grant with $63,391.64 in-kind, mostly provided by the Mid-Coast Council (then
Greater Taree City Council). Source: Final report as submitted to HAGS 2016.
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2. Saltmarsh protections
A little over half of the projects (61) included activities that limited impacts on the saltmarsh
by creating a barrier (fences, gates), or directly removing the cause of the impact from the
marsh (animal exclusion, and removal of feral animals, rubbish and vehicles) or by extending
legal protection (through title change). Many of these methods achieve benefits over large
areas for a moderately small intervention. For example, removing 119 wild pigs from the 665
ha Ballina Nature Reserve removed a major cause of damage from saltmarsh, mangroves and
other ecological communities (see WCA North Ck Ballina, NSW). An early task in the Fingal
Wetland Conservation project (Fingal Head, NSW) was removal of many car bodies dumped
in the wetland, as shown in Figure 9. Access barriers included a wide range of steel, wood and
rock barriers and gates. Some were to allow pedestrian and not vehicle and some aim to
discourage access more generally.
A range of fences have been used to protect sensitive areas via exclusion – both for cattle and
people who could otherwise cause damage. The Penrhyn Estuary wetland and saltmarsh
comprises a large ‘natural’ public space located adjacent to Australia’s busiest port, Port
Botany (processing 2.5M containers in 2017). It has substantial public infrastructure including
car parking and access walkways linking to a bird-hide / viewing platform. The constructed
saltmarsh and bird-roost island are fenced and inaccessible, however, the design of bush
planting and the walkway infrastructure is effective, and makes accessing the saltmarsh
directly, unnecessary.
There were a number of examples where exclusions had worked for a time, but the barrier
was eventually breached, usually by 4WD and motorbike riders. It would seem that unless the
community is on side then the barrier will eventually be breached. This was the experience at
Hat Head NSW (Hat Head Fishing Club HAGS project) where community awareness was
necessary for exclusion barriers to be effective. The work at Fingal Head (Tweed Heads)
suffered when the protection barrier was breached, possibly because one of the access options
to the beach had been blocked. Similarly, the barrier system at Myrtletown on the Brisbane
River (Qld), where very large rocks formed a perimeter, was breached, yet it is not clear
whether the barrier was inadequate or that the will to access the enclosed marsh was greater
than the difficulty posed in breaching the barrier.
There appeared to be greater awareness of the value of saltmarsh in NSW than in Queensland
– especially where LGAs had invested in communication about saltmarsh rehabilitation. By
many accounts, education seems the best way to resolve access protection problems. When
people think it is their right to graze their cattle on their saltmarsh or to undertake 4WD
practice on their local saltmarsh, changing minds may be the best option if not the only
effective option. In a number of instances, warning signs were used to emphasise the barrier
as shown by the sign illustrated in Figure 10 for the Byron Oxbow (NSW) project where an
explanation is used to explain the need for a barrier.
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Working with rural landholders to fence saltmarsh for cattle exclusion often involves
compromise. Straighter lengths of fence, while cost efficient, may either not protect the whole
saltmarsh or result in loss of productive grazing land. Fencing that most closely follows the
saltmarsh edge may initially increase rehabilitation costs due to the extra fencing required. In
time, however, this approach may be more broadly supported by landholders grazing adjacent
lands and reduce the need for weed management required in the lands immediately upslope of
tidal inundation but within the fenced-off area.

Figure 9: Collection of vehicles extracted
from wetlands on Fingal Peninsular during
the Fingal Wetland Conservation Project
(Photo: Tom Alletson, Tweed Shire Council,
NSW)

Figure 10: Barrier sign used to both
discourage access and to explain the reason
for a barrier to the rehabilitated Byron
Oxbows (Photo: PG Dwyer, DPI Fisheries
NSW).
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3. Vegetation Management
Working within the tidal zone, particularly disturbing, moving and/or collecting soil and/or
marine plants, usually requires a permit. This applies to activities for vegetation management
included on-ground work such as planting and weeding in the saltmarsh. These activities
should, in most instances, only be undertaken once it has been established that the threats
degrading the intertidal system are not caused by hydrology, landform or structural works.
They should also follow the completion of landscaping and structural work that achieves a
foreshore with suitable elevation and tidal hydrology. Protection works from threats such as
stock and vehicular access may also be a precursor to vegetation management actions that
may be required. Where hydrology / land-forming or protection works have been undertaken
it may be advantageous to wait a season or two prior to undertaking vegetation management.
This will allow passive natural recruitment and will give some guidance to active vegetation
management.
As mentioned above, revegetation includes passive and active approaches. Passive
revegetation includes natural recruitment as a major mechanism of saltmarsh revegetation.
However, it was not included in this group of activities because it does not require direct
engagement. Active approaches that encourage saltmarsh regeneration do involve direct
intervention in the regeneration process and contribute to marsh recovery. These include:
planting, transplanting and seeding plus activities that aid recruitment and survival including
mulching, seed trapping, soil improvement, watering and weeding activities (see Figure 2).
There were 83 projects (77%) that engaged in active saltmarsh regeneration activities.
Revegetating and weeding were the two most common activities undertaken (56 and 45
projects respectively, Figure 2). These and the other vegetation management activities are
discussed below.
Revegetating
Revegetating the saltmarsh through on-ground work requires both skilled people and
appropriate resourcing. Regenerating a saltmarsh requires understanding of what plants need
– both individually and for each species – and where, across the saltmarsh site, each species’
needs will be best met. There are also different requirements for saltmarsh plants when grown
in a nursery, or transplanted, or grown in-situ from seed. Nursery grown plants need to
survive the transition from nursery life to saltmarsh life: planted, hardened (to sun and salt),
fertilised, protected from desiccation, and watered (discussed below). A high proportion of
projects undertook planting using nursery stock. The NSW Penrhyn Estuary project is one of
the best known, well documented, and well resourced, funded by an offset from the huge Port
Botany expansion. It included work by CARDNO and Dragonfly Environmental. The
conference paper by Dalby-Ball (2015) examines the range of issues end lessons learnt. The
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paper explores basic issues like whether to use active and passive approaches and also looks
at a number of other case studies including Kooroowall, Careel Bay and Gough Whitlam
Park in NSW (Dalby-Ball, 2015) 33.
Transplantation has its issues: plant provenance and origin, dimensions, conditions,
collection, storage and transportation, and by whom, how, when and where to replant, as well
as pre- and post-planting requirements. Many of these issues are examined during the
Bremner Rd Stage 2 Project (MBRC, Qld) – Houghton Highway Upgrade Offset – and
because of this it will be discussed as a small case study in the following. Note: the Stage 2
project was preceded by a Stage 1 project and followed by a Stage 3 project, with other
management efforts occurring since the Stage 2 project. All three stages were effectively
independent.
Bremner Rd Stage 2. The project was a substantial scientific trial of saltmarsh
transplantation approaches with an assessment/monitoring period of two years ending in
2010. The project is particularly interesting because at completion of the project the site
appeared to be heading toward recovery, but after less than a decade, had again become
widely degraded with widespread loss of transplanted saltmarsh and erosion. The project
is described in the following extract with the site layout shown in Figure 11:
“In this study we compared two methods of transplanting saltmarsh:
transplanting small plugs by hand, and larger plots using a posi-track bobcat
(Appendix A). We also investigated the use of organic geotextile matting to
stabilise and add biomass to the substrate. Four saltmarsh species were
transplanted: Sporobolus virginicus (marine couch), Sesuvium portulacastrum
(sea purslane), Suaeda australis (Australian seablite) and Sarcocornia
quinqueflora (common samphire).
In March 2008, a total of 193 saltmarsh plugs were transplanted by hand
consisting of 76 plugs of Suaeda australis, 94 of Sesuvium portulacastrum,
and 23 of Sarcocornia quinqueflora (frc environmental 2008a). The
transplanted plugs were distributed among two transects (transect 1 and
transect 2), each with four rows (two rows with organic geotextile matting and
two rows without organic geotextile matting). In addition, twenty plots (each
approximately 1.4 m2) of Sporobolus virginicus and 32 plots of mixed
saltmarsh vegetation consisting of Sporobolus virginicus, Sesuvium
portulacastrum, Suaeda australis, and Sarcocornia quinqueflora were
mechanically transplanted.
The transplants were monitored one, four, 12, 18 and 24 months after
transplanting.

33

See also Sainty and Bessell-Brown (2012).
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Before transplanting, most of the recipient area was bare mud and clay.
Revegetation of the area was expected to significantly improve the quality of
estuarine habitat for flora and fauna, and also reduce sedimentation and
runoff from the site into Saltwater Creek.” (frc Environmental, 2010, P1-2)

Figure 11: Transplantation plan used for the Bremner Rd Stage 2 project. (Source: Figure A3 in frc
environmental, 2010, page A5)
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Monitoring and assessment was conducted over two years with a positive outcome reported.
This is illustrated in Figure 12 by a sequence of panorama photos taken at 12, 18 and 24
months after establishment for a section where large 1.44 m2 plots were transplanted. The
photos show that the plots are looking healthy and have established, although close
examination suggests there are few signs of natural recruitment. Recommendations made in
the final report included:
Based on the lessons learned and challenges from this
recommendations for future saltmarsh rehabilitation projects are:

project,

[1]• ensure the transplanting team has a flexible schedule for projects
that involve salvaging saltmarsh from a construction site, so that tides,
weather, and the development timeline can be taken into account
[2]• transplanting and monitoring should be completed on a low tide
[3]• survey saltmarshes in the surrounding area, and plant each species
within the range of heights it occurs at in the surrounding area
[4]• transplanting should ideally be completed in the spring during dry
weather conditions with rainfall predicted shortly after planting.
Transplanting in the spring will allow the plants to grow and establish
over the summer months, which will enable them to better survive the
winter (plants typically limit growth during the winter months).
Transplanting in wet weather can substantially delay progress and can
damage the plants and transplanting area (i.e. machinery can create ruts in
the soil), however planting in extensive dry periods when temperatures are
high should be avoided, as this will increase the osmotic stress on
the plants. Transplanting before a rainfall event will decrease the amount
of watering required (see below)
[5]• ensure the substrate at the receiving site is suitable for plant growth
(e.g. topsoil not clay), and rehabilitate where necessary
[6]• water plants with freshwater after transplanting (ensure there is a
freshwater source nearby or can be brought to the site)
[7]• prepare the site prior to transplanting by adding top soil, if possible,
and ensuring there are no areas where water can pond
[8]• plant saltmarsh plants on organic geotextile matting, particularly in
areas where the topsoil has been removed
[9]• to aid in coalescence, plant the saltmarsh plants as close together as
possible.
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[10]• investigate and manage public access to the site, to avoid
unintentional destruction. Fencing, signage and provision of access
routes can substantially reduce damage to the area being rehabilitated
[11]• use mechanical transplanting techniques where ever possible,
reserving hand transplanting for sites that are difficult to access, or where
there are only sparse saltmarsh plants
[12]• plant a mixture of species, to provide greater habitat diversity, and
[13]• to ensure that rehabilitation of the saltmarsh is documented,
monitoring should continue for approximately five years (however, exact
timing will be dependent on the project and should be assessed after every
monitoring event). (frc Environmental, 2010, pp 21-22)
The points made above (not numbered in the original) are mostly common sense suggestions
and apply to most transplanting situations. Points 5/7, 8, 9 and 11 should be considered more
carefully. Points 5 and 7 refer to soil preparation and is strongly recommended to maximise
success. Point 7 also refers to creating ponding, although it is not mentioned further, may
relate to inadvertent creation of mosquito habitats – which should be avoided. Point 8 refers to
planting on geotextile matting in the absence of topsoil – there seems little evidence that this
works except as a microhabitat for natural recruitment. Point 9 suggests that plants should be
planted closely to aid coalescence. This seems a bit inconsistent with the experiment, but
close-proximity planting of small plugs has been used more widely and does seem to be
successful. The use of large plots does not seem to be advisable for long-term stability of the
marsh. Point 11 refers to use of machinery for transplanting which in the case of 1.44m2 plots
is advisable, but is unnecessary with dense planting of small plugs.
More recently, the site has experienced a range of potentially damaging impacts. The main
impacts found during a site visit in 2017, were loss of saltmarsh and erosion across the site, as
illustrated in Figure 12 by the eroded surface levels around the remaining transplantation
plots. Other damage/change included extension of a ditch perpendicular to the creek, an
access track for the electricity utility that dissected the site and random 4wd vehicle track
damage. Possible contributors to the problem include:
1. The site topography could have been unsuitable, with the slope to high, and thus prone
to being eroded. It is possible this issue could have arisen from the prior Bremner Rd
Stage 1 project where infilling and levelling work was undertaken. It the levels were
too steep then that could have contributed to the longer-term erosion outcomes
following the Stage 2 project, and evident now.
2. The interaction between the topography and the transplantation material could have
exacerbated erosion of the site as shown in Figure 13 (photo taken in 2017). It is
difficult to determine if the transplanted plots caused this, as they appear to be flush
with the sediment surface at establishment. However, tidal ebb-flow would have been
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increased around the vegetation plots. Also, it is not clear if geotextile matting may
have helped to reduce this erosion in the longer-term.

Figure 12: Time-series panorama images of the large plot transplantation experiment at 12 months (top) 18
months (upper middle) and 24 months (lower middle) post transplantation showing strong development within
the plots. The bottom panel is an enlarged section of the 24 month image showing a section of geotextile
matting in the foreground. (Source frc environmental 2010, pages B10-11)
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3. Damage has been caused to the transplanted marsh and/or hydrology by vehicles
(electricity utility, mosquito control and/or public access) and during track
construction and maintenance. There is evidence that vehicle damage continues to be a
problem even though access is restricted by the Moreton Bay rail line and by locked
gate access under the rail line.
4. Changed growing conditions and/or hydrology caused by the LGA constructing a
drainage ditch near the transplanted saltmarsh may have degraded the transplanted
marsh by changing tidal flow dynamics.
5. Local impact of increasing sea levels and more frequent anomalous high-tides could
be causing erosion. It has been noted that erosion of intertidal areas in northern NSW
and SEQ has occurred widely and extensively, for example, North Creek (South Bank
project, Ballina), along the Brisbane River (Piped Rd, Myrtletown Project, see photo
on title page) and on Cobby Cobby and Short Islands in Moreton Bay.
These are complex issues and getting at the root causes can be difficult. It is likely that all of
these factors have contributed to the ongoing saltmarsh decline, and some were the cause of
the prior decline i.e., were the justification for the Bremner Rd Stage 1 project. There is
evidence that the site topography was not suitable and that the site slope was too steep. Too
much slope causes the ebb-tide velocity to dominate, leading to lack of natural recruitment
(evident in the 24 month photos, Figure 12) and local erosion (evident in 2017, Figure 13). In
those conditions, potential recruiting material is likely to have been washed from the site
before establishing. In summary, the Bremner Rd Stage 2 project has demonstrated techniques
that lead to successful transplantation, at least in the short-term. It has also shown that the
initial focus needs to be on ensuring the landscape topography (slope) and hydrology are
suitable, highlighting that if they are not, then longer-term success is unlikely.

Figure 13: Photo of transplanted saltmarsh plots at Bremner Rd (MBRC SEQ) nine years after establishment.
(Photo Jon Knight – taken 3rd May 2017)
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There have been many successful projects relying on transplanted saltmarsh including the
Hemmant Recreational Reserve project (Qld) and many of the Tuggerah Lakes projects
(NSW) and the Penrhyn Estuary project (NSW). The common theme is that the topography–
slope–hydrology relationship needs to be within a range that mitigates for erosion while
encourages natural recruitment. For many existing natural (unmodified) saltmarshes in SEQ
the topography across the saltmarsh is effectively level with only a few centimetres of microtopography determining the species patterns. Creating a micro-environment that captures and
nurtures natural propagation is a useful indicator that other approaches such as transplanting
should succeed (e.g., see Dalby-Ball 2015).
Soil preparation and soil protection
Only a fifth of the 83 projects undertaking regeneration activities referred to soil preparation
and soil protection activities (loosening, fertilization, mulching), even though the significance
of fertiliser application, mulching and soil microbial inoculation are established practices in
agriculture and forestry.
Mulching mainly involved using seaweed wracks where the main benefit, in addition to
moisture retention, was that the wrack and mulch provided a micro-habitat for catching and
holding seeds, enhancing germination and survival of small seedlings, contributing to
successful outcomes (see Penrhyn Estuary project, Tuggerah Lakes projects and Chapman &
Roberts, 2004).
Some projects included trials of soil related issues, for example: the Penrhyn Estuary project
(NSW) trialled soil conditioners and selected one that had “high organic content and was
observed not to float away (i.e. few large bark pieces)”, also suggesting that in sandy soils
fertiliser pellets were inadequate and should be combined with a soil conditioner (Dalby-Ball,
2015). The Bremner Rd Stage 2 project (Qld) trialled surface matting – organic geotextile
matting – and reported matting generally improved outcomes in terms of both vigour and
survival. The Sun Sun Townsville project successfully developed approaches to remediate
acid sulfate soils. Another detailed study was the restoration work undertaken on the Fingal
Peninsula (Fingal Wetland Conservation Project, Tweed Heads, NSW) discussed above
relating to infilling and levelling. Mentioned then was reusing topsoil resources from the site,
an option that should always be considered.
Broadly, using soil preparations, improvement mixes and mulching/matting improve
outcomes. However, there is also the risk that when using fertilizers and soil improvement
mixes, the benefits can be relatively short-term and unless monitoring extends bend the period
during which the additive is active (providing benefit), the success of the rehabilitation may
be superficial or misjudged, with longer-term failure possible – especially in sand substrates.
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Watering after planting
Another activity with low adoption was watering after planting – mentioned in only four
projects – although it seems likely that watering was undertaken more often than reported.
The issue of watering is linked to moisture retention and thus to soil condition. Simplistically,
soils higher in sand and lower in clay content hold less water and dry sooner and are thus less
likely support saltmarsh due to moisture deficits. It could be there is a perception that
saltmarshes do not need watering because they are tidally inundated or protected from water
stress by mulching. Whether watering is necessary or not is difficult to determine with the
available data, however to quote Mia Dalby-Ball, it is necessary at least for seedlings:
Probably the greatest factor in successful establishment post germination was the irrigation
(Dalby-Ball, 2015, P 15). When planting nursery-grown plants two strategies should be
adopted to improve survivorship. Firstly, nursery plants should be hardened off prior to
planting involving increased exposure to harsh sunlight, wind and misting with salt spray.
Where possible nursery plants should be clustered in the most sheltered parts of a site and
once planted nursery plants should be watered as required during the first six months. The
most effective watering may be post spring tides with a gradual transition from fresh to saline
for nursery-grown plants.
Weeding
Weeding was the second-most common regeneration activity, undertaken in 45 projects. In
addition weeding was the only regeneration activity in 25 of the regeneration projects. The
manner of weeding varied. Sometimes weeding was sub-contracted out to professionals, for
example Stage 1 of the West Bank Lane Cove River projects and for the Shark Island project
in the Macleay River Estuary. The HAGS application for the Bonnells Bay project (Lake
Macquarie) used professional weeding teams because of the difficulty of the job at hand:
professional assistance to remove the noxious weed Asparagus Fern which is very
labour intensive and covering an area too large (and too thick) for the group
alone to work. The professional crew will utilise hand removal methods to ensure
the sensitive saltmarsh is not damaged. 34
However, the limitation of hiring a professional weeding team was higher cost when
compared with volunteer weeding. In the Bonnells Bay project (quoted above), the HAGS
grant was $17,750 for primary weeding of 0.22 hectares at a per hectare cost of $80,000. The
project also included a further $17,548 contributed mainly by Lake Macquarie City Council
for secondary weeding, also by a professional weeding team with support, in the secondary
weeding stage, by a volunteer green team. Ongoing maintenance-weeding was also provided

34

Habitat Action Grant Scheme Application document: S16 - Restoring Lakeside Saltmarsh in Bonnells Bay Lake Macquarie CC.pdf provided by the scheme administrator.
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by the local Landcare group. The total area of weeding was not specified in the available
documentation.
Professional weeding is clearly a useful option to break the back of a severe weed problem,
especially when supported by the local bushland care group with ongoing works. This was the
purpose of a HAGS $40,000 grant awarded to the Friends of Lane Cove National Park (West
Bank Lane Cove River estuary projects) where a number of sites were professionally weeded.
The justification and benefits were described below as given in their Stage 1 Final Report:
By carrying out weed control the project aims to carry out restoration works
covering over 4 hectares focusing on Buffalo Creek, Kittys Creek, Pages Creek in
East Ryde and Fairylands wetland area in West Chatswood. It is anticipated that
contract weeding will result in an overall 20% reduction in weeds across all sites
allowing volunteers working in the areas to be more effective through their
ongoing land care programs. All in all over 4 Hectares of intertidal area will be
protected and enhanced.
…
They completed a number of sessions covering zones 1,2,3 and 4. They weeded
over an area of 4 hectares and targeted weeds such as Kurnells Curse, Madeira
Vine, Ehrharta, Asparagus fern, Sticky Weed, Kikuyu, Wandering Jew, Morning
Glory and Corky Passionfruit. A comprehensive report from Dragonfly
Environmental outlines all the work that has been completed between March 2014
and February 2015. This equates to approximately a total of 1000 hours of weed
control work carried out [during] the project period by Dragonfly Environmental.
Over 3 hectares of secondary and 1 hectare of primary weeding was completed
across all areas. 35
In total $39,000 was spent directly on weeding work, representing a weeding cost of
$9,750/ha. The group have subsequently received two more HAGS grants. Receiving
additional follow up grants from the same funding source indicates the funding body is
supportive and satisfied with the work undertaken.
Other weeding projects are less costly, for example, the Maroochy River Estuary project
(Sunshine Coast, Qld) included $9,775 to weed three hectares of saltmarsh for both primary
and maintenance weeding. In this case, the weeding per hectare cost was approximately
$3,260. The three examples demonstrate a wide range in cost per hectare for weeding. This is
due in part to the labour cost and to the nature of the weeding required. For example, the
Maroochy River project had a much lower weeding cost/ha because the target weed

35

Habitat Action Grant Scheme Final Report: Protecting Fish Habitat along the Lane Cove River Estuary West
Stage 1. The Friends of Lane Cove National Park 2014 pages 1-2.
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(Groundsel) was sparsely spread out over a large area where as in the Lane Cove River
instance weeding was much more densely focussed.
Although there is a wide range in unit cost for weeding, the benefit of weeding is that it can
be very cost effective. Relatively large areas of saltmarsh can be improved and sometimes for
relatively little dollar per hectare cost. This is particularly the case when the labour
component is predominantly voluntary, in-kind, or supported by strategies such as the Federal
Government Green Army strategy (as mentioned above), that is, almost free.
However, weeding may not get at the cause of an issue that leads to the weed problem. An
example is increasing freshwater run-off into the upper marsh that enables expansion of the
weed Groundsel Bush (Baccharis halimifolia). The runoff may be due to a new stormwater
outlet and without remedying the outlet issue the problem may persist. Groundsel is an
environmental and economic weed that most land managers are legally required to control. In
Queensland, weeds are classified and management described in The Biosecurity Act 2014 36.
The Act aims to protect Queensland’s economy, biodiversity and people’s lifestyles from the
threats posed by invasive pests and diseases. In NSW, under the Biosecurity Act 2015, land
managers should mitigate the risk of the designated plants establishing on their land and
mitigate the risk of spread of the plant from their land.
Edge invasion by weeds is another problem where removing weeds from the marsh is less
effective than weeding the marsh and the fringing terrestrial areas. Weeding is a multi-phase
strategy where strategies need to include ongoing maintenance weeding after the initial
campaign.
Different types of weeds require different removal techniques. WetlandCare Australia,
describing work in the Hunter Wetlands National Park, reported that foliar spray for control of
Juncus acutus was effective: …results to date show that foliar spray with a 1:50 solution of
Glyphosate plus surfactant is the most effective treatment method. Glyphosate without
surfactant is showing promising results.37. This technique was developed and reported by
Paul et al (2007) and used at the Sydney Olympic Park.
Removal of asparagus fern is another problem area for weeding teams because wellestablished plants can be very difficult to remove (as mentioned above) however, one
technique mentioned was to cut the crown out and leave the rest of the plant in-situ. 38 A key
take home message was that the best technique really depends on the weed species, the extent
of the weed infestation and the local circumstances and environment. The use of herbicide
needs to be considered carefully, as they can be effective but also damaging. Spraying can kill
other native plants around the weed, and some herbicides can have unintended impacts on
aquatic animals if they reach waterways.

36

See https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/383818/IPA-Restricted-plants-of-Qld.pdf
Hunter Region Partners Restoring Migratory Shorebird Habitat.html accessed September 2017
38
Source not known
37
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The role and place of Phragmities australis in saltmarsh communities was raised. Phragmites
australis is a cosmopolitan species naturally occurring in Australia. Laegdsgaard et al., 2009
describes how tidal disconnection can facilitate Phragmites australis spread to form
monotypic stands that alter the ecology and function of saltmarsh. The determination listing
saltmarsh as a threatened community in NSW (NSW Government, 2004) notes that: “In
brackish areas dense stands of tall reeds (Phragmites australis, Bulboschoenus spp.,
Schoenoplectus spp., Typha spp.) may occur as part of the community.” The listing also states
that “change of stormwater alters salinity regimes, increases nutrient levels and facilitates the
spread of Phragmites and weeds”. The 2013 Commonwealth conservation advice
accompanying the listing of Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh also notes that tidal
restrictions favour “species such as common reed (Phragmites australis), water couch
(Paspalum vaginatum) and river clubrush (Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani)” (Australian
Government, 2013). It is important, therefore that managers and community groups consider
that a consequence of restoring hydrology may be the loss of stands of some native reeds that
have opportunistically established in response to the modified conditions. While Phragmites
may not pose a direct threat to saltmarsh, an increase in Phragmites extent indicates
hydrological change towards a more freshwater/brackish environment.

4. Extension
Education, that is, encouraging people to value saltmarsh seems to be the main way to
discourage damaging practices. Many anecdotes were shared about how a very small number
of people cause much of the damage: “it is alarming just how much damage a single motor
bike or 4WD can do!” Extension activities were included in 73 projects (68%) which was the
second most common of the four action types after vegetation management (83 projects,
Figure 2). Within the group of projects undertaking extension activities, monitoring was the
most common, reported in 63 of the 73 projects. Figure 14 shows the distribution of activities
for the 63 projects that included monitoring, where each action type across the top of the plot
reports the number projects with monitoring as a proportion of the total number of projects.
The nature of the follow-up assessment and monitoring was not analysed in detail in this
review, partly because projects details of monitoring plans and monitoring reports were brief
and/or not located. None-the-less, the high level of monitoring activity (mentioned in 58% of
projects) indicates widespread awareness of accountability related to on-ground outcomes and
appreciation that monitoring is necessary.
Monitoring was often at a basic level, comprising photos of survivorship taken periodically
over the monitoring period from the same points or transects. This level of monitoring was
usually a requirement of being awarded funding, and more often was undertaken only for a
year or two. It also highlights there may be limited capacity amongst those receiving project
funding to design and undertake more complex monitoring programs and over longer periods.
However, as a basic assessment tool, photos do provide a reliable record, and if interpreted
appropriately, can provide useful information that can also be reinterpreted long after the
photos were taken. For example, the Bremner Rd Stage 2 project discussed above included
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reinterpretation of the original photos against more recent photos, looking for early signs of
erosion given the erosion evident today; although the original photos focussed on vegetation
condition.

Figure 14: Tally of projects that included monitoring as one of the activities. Note the group ratios are the
number of unique projects in each group (that included monitoring) divided by the total number of projects in
each group (from Figure 2).

Photos can also be used as the source of quantitative data, particularly if the photo also
contains a quadrat (frame, marker pegs or guide) used for measurement, where postacquisition image analysis can be used to derive the metric of interest (e.g. extent of bare
ground, species distribution). The limitation of the simpler forms of monitoring, such as photo
records, is that that the original photos, and/or their metadata records, can easily be ‘lost’
particularly where an extensive record may have been acquired (as mentioned previously).
Sometimes the only remnants are those images and statements in a final report where the
record is incomplete and may only show the ‘best’ examples of the work. Overall, there was
little uniformity in the monitoring and few monitoring reports were located, suggesting that a
protocol for monitoring and record keeping would be useful. Also, with more than 40% of
projects not referring explicitly to a monitoring program, there is still some way to go in
ensuring that projects actually report on saltmarsh recovery goals. This is exemplified by the
lack of a national recovery plan for Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarshes 39.
At the other end of the monitoring spectrum were the detailed research reports. Just over 10%
(14) of projects reported there was a research component (Figure 14). Some, such as the

39

See: http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicshowcommunity.pl?id=118
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Fingal Wetland Conservation project (discussed above), had a major research component that
was linked to tertiary student studies, and had an academic oversight aspect. The studies often
investigated specific aspects / issues like soil bacteria or canopy cover (e.g., Joanne Green’s
PhD study looking at saltmarsh ecology, Green, 2009) and contributed to the broader
knowledge gaps concerning saltmarsh rehabilitation. Other projects included student studies
of specific issues related to restoration such as for the Bulimba Oxbow project (Brisbane)
which included very focussed studies (e.g., crabs, soil carbon, vegetation assemblages).
Offset projects are generally required to include a monitoring program, and some included
long-term monitoring, for example, the Burpengary STP project (Qld) has a ten-year long
monitoring program). Other projects such as the Bremner Rd Stage 2 project focussed on
specific objectives – to trial saltmarsh transplantation approaches (as discussed above).
However, monitoring reports (including actual data) from offset projects were comparatively
rarely located.
Most projects did not have monitoring programs that extended beyond the project life. If there
was ongoing monitoring it often involved a site champion initiating ongoing interest. An
example is the monitoring at Gough Whitlam Park that included two phases, an initial phase
following establishment, and a second ongoing phase when it was realised that the site was
degrading sometime after the monitoring in phase one ceased. Reengagement by Council
included the effort of a champion (Nell Graham, Canterbury Bankstown LGA), capacity
building of Council staff working at the site and establishment of a community care group
(The Mudcrabs – Cooks River Eco Volunteers). Maintenance by The Mudcrabs, with
assistance from Council, has seen the site improve to a sustainable state. Monitoring by The
Mudcrabs involves an annual snapshot-monitoring program, summarised in an easily to
interpret report card (see the 2014-15 card reproduced in Figure 15) which gives a clear
picture of the change over time 40. The card provides a graphical summary of vegetation cover
change from annual monitoring. Elements leading to longer-term successful saltmarsh
recovery include the ongoing commitment by a council champion, regular engagement by a
community group and positive engagement by LGA staff who work in the park 41.
Education mostly involved three types of activities: signage (including interpretive signs,
online information and factsheets), onsite access (field days and on the job training), and
structured education modules. The first activity, signage, aims to inform the casual visitor (or
prospective visitor), setting out why the rehabilitation occurred and what was done, and
sometimes describing some behavioural rules/issues/constraints when visiting. Figure 16
illustrates signage describing the Port Botany Foreshore, showing the broader context of the
Penrhyn Estuary project.

40

See https://www.cbcity.nsw.gov.au/environment/environmental-programs/environmental-improvementprojects/saltmarsh-monitoring-at-gough-whitlam-park
41
Discussion on-site in September 2017 with Council staff.
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Figure 15: Annual monitoring report-card from 2014-15 from monitoring of vegetation change at the
constructed saltmarsh wetland in Gough Whitlam Park (Sydney).

Figure 16: Signage describing the Port Botany Foreshore public space 42. The sign was located at the exit from
the car park adjacent to the walkway to the Penrhyn Estuary.

42

The Mill stream is one of Sydney’s iconic environmental relics.
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Field days and on-the-job training days (including volunteer days and training for Green
Corps teams) were aimed at skills development and thereby guide outcomes – more often
including people who had a pre-existing interest.
Online training resources appeared to be the most integrated and sophisticated educational
resource as discussed below. The Bremner Rd Stage 3 project (Qld) involved the development
of monitoring techniques and the creation of an online training portal 43 where participants
follow a sequence of training modules around the theme of saltmarsh monitoring. Mangrove
Watch, collaborating with WetlandCare Australia and the Redcliffe Environmental Forum,
developed the monitoring methodology described in the portal. Methods described focus on
vegetation, epifauna, water quality and nekton monitoring. The material used in the portal was
based on saltmarsh habitats in South East Queensland and in particular the Bremner Road
Saltmarsh Project site 44.

Resources
Adequate and appropriate resources are key to successful saltmarsh projects, linking skills and
workforce with the tasks. Determining whether a project is to be undertaken by professional
or volunteer-based workforce dictates the funding required. When the workforce is nonprofessional, either community volunteers or some form of Green Army, there will be a need
for supervision and on the job training (for example the Hunter Wetlands National Park NSW
Project and Bremner Rd WCA Coastal 20 and Silcock St, Hays Inlet projects in SEQ). With
the Bremner Rd WCA project, there were a number of educational and training activities
including creating a training portal. Redcliffe Environmental Forum teamed up with Manic
Multimedia to develop an online training portal for saltmarsh restoration, based on training
and monitoring events at the Bremner Road site 45. Expert advice and onsite oversight is also
required when engaging contractors, such as excavators, who may not have worked on
projects with rehabilitation objectives in saltmarsh environments.
There are other key skills requiring assessment, planning and licensing, such as using poisons
and chainsaws, and collecting source plants (seeds and cuttings). Collecting marine plants
also requires a permit. In some projects nursery skills for propagating were also required to
produce tube stock, especially where the project scale is very large. The Penrhyn Estuary
project included growing and planting more than 200,000 plants. For many of these situations,
in-kind contributions come from partner LGAs who fill the gaps (for example Bremner Rd
SEQC project) both in key skills and plants – substantially reducing the funding grant needed
to undertake the project and greatly increasing the viability of the project.

43

See online course at http://saltmarsh.enviroed.com.au/
Note: the portal was not accessed nor evaluated beyond the publicly accessible pages.
45
See http://saltmarsh.enviroed.com.au/Welcome.aspx
44
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Mosquito mitigation
Saltmarshes (and other coastal wetland) are the known habitat of a number of species of
saltwater mosquito. Most of these mosquitoes are vectors for a number of human and
domestic animal arboviruses. In Queensland (but not NSW) it is mandatory for LGAs to
minimise the impact of mosquitoes by undertaking mosquito control activities. The mosquito
code of practice states: Provisions of Chapter 2 of the Public Health Act 2005 provide local
government with the statutory support to undertake mosquito control activity and to prevent
and control public health risks in relation to mosquitoes. 46 Mosquito control can include
larviciding, adulticiding and habitat modification based management, underpinned by
extensive surveillance programs. Some species of saltwater mosquitoes can disperse many
tens of kilometres from their breeding sites, in seeking a blood meal. Consequently, control at
the larval stage is the optimal strategy. Herein is the problem, combining active surveillance
and larval control requires access to the habitat and the risk that access vehicles, such as allterrain vehicles and quad bikes, can leave wheel ruts in saltmarsh, damaging the marsh and
creating new mosquito habitats. The development of alternative methods for monitoring and
control of mosquitoes that do not involve ground-based vehicles entering the saltmarsh are
required. While aerial control is the establish method of larvicide delivery, alternatives to
ground-based access for surveillance are needed and are being evaluated by some mosquito
control agencies.
The relevant regulation also stipulates that an occupier of land must take necessary steps to
ensure that water does not pool for seven days or more and thereby create a potential
mosquito hazard. A penalty can apply for noncompliance. However, the creation of a
mosquito hazard is usually an inadvertent consequence of 4WD and motorbikes and other
human activities on saltmarshes where wheel and other tracks cut into the marsh surface
creating pools that store water sufficient for mosquito production. A mosquito hazard can
also be created or exacerbated following infrastructure works due to the item itself
obstructing tides or sediment settling processes after the main work has concluded. An
example is pipeline work across the Hemmant Reserve saltmarsh (Doughboy Parade,
Hemmant Project) that created a mosquito hazard due to settling of fill after the pipeline
project concluded. In this case (like many others) Brisbane City Council now regularly
larvicide the resultant depressions whenever a mosquito hazard arises (after tidal flooding or
high-rainfall). In SE Queensland some of the many millions spent on management of
mosquitoes in intertidal habitats may be saved with some strategic rehabilitation of saltmarsh
and mangrove habitats. Further, the community’s support for saltmarsh and wetland creation
projects may diminish if these sites become the source of mosquito hazard (Webb, 2015).

46

Mosquito management code of practice - Department of Environment
https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/assets/.../regulation/pr-cp-mosquito-management.pdf
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Mosquito hazard mitigation is mostly not part of the current rehabilitation discourse. While
mosquitoe production is a potential problem when water is able to pond, the possibility of
creating or mitigating an existing problem should always be considered. This should ideally
occur in the planning phase, especially where earthworks and the like is planned. Actions
reducing a potential problem while suitable equipment is on-site, may only require a veryminor amount of effort to remove the hazard completely. Only a few projects actively
considered mosquito hazards, including those at Sydney Olympic Park, Tuggerah Lakes and
the Newcastle River estuary in NSW and the Myrtletown project in Brisbane. In most of
these projects, the mosquito hazard was referred to in the planning phase and was
subsequently managed where necessary.
It is also worth considering the mosquito habitat modification approach known as runnelling,
when planning saltmarsh rehabilitation. Runnelling has been implemented in approximately
50 saltmarshes in SEQ and Northern NSW to successfully control mosquito production (Dale
& Knight, 2006; Dale et al., 2008). A recent survey of these runnelled saltmarshes identified
that when constructed using a dedicated laser-level equipped runnelling machine, runnels
kept their structural integrity and provided ongoing mosquito control over the long-term (20
years and more) 47.

Selection of sites and coherent recovery
Site selection was often conflated with funding and trigger mechanisms. For example, the
Bulimba Creek – Oxbow project site was integral to the major infrastructure project that
triggered the offset. When offsets are the rehabilitation project instigator the scope of the
impact generally determines the scope of the offset, and this is prescribed by the government
offset framework 48. In other circumstances, such as where the funding is provided by
competitive assessment and merit, site selection is integral to project feasibility as described
in the proposal.
In NSW, coastal LGAs have identified problem areas during the process of devising estuary
management plans with potential projects identified in the plan. In NSW during the last 20
years local councils have prepared and implemented Estuary Management Plans consistent
with state government guidelines to fulfil the requirements of the NSW Estuary Management
Policy (1992), the NSW Coastal Policy (1997), and in order to be eligible to attract funding.
The plans have provided a program of strategic actions to assist LGAs and other stakeholder
groups to sustain a healthy estuary through appropriate management. These plans then form
the base document for funding applications. For example, the Tuggerah Lakes Estuary

47

Knight, J.M. & Dale, P.E.R. 2016. Assessment of saltmarsh runnelling. Report to the Mosquito and Arbovirus
Research Committee, 37 pp. Griffith University Nathan.
48
See https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/management/offsets/what-when
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Management Plan formed the basis of a program of works that reflected the management plan
and was consistent with the objectives of the Caring for Our Country funding scheme and
broader Australian Government policy, leading to $23.25 million of funding for estuary-wide
works including saltmarsh restoration projects, discussed above. A new coastal reform
process in NSW sees the Estuary Management Plans becoming more encompassing as a
Coastal Zone Management Program 49.
In Queensland, management plans have been developed, such as the Maroochy River
Conservation Park - Management Plan 50 with the purpose of providing: the framework and
guidelines on how Maroochy River Conservation Park will be managed. It sets out the
considerations, outcomes and strategies that are proposed to form the basis on which day-today management decisions are made. The plan includes proposed actions such as
rehabilitating specific degraded foreshore saltmarsh areas, reducing vehicle damage by track
closure, undertake fire management and weed control some of which have been implemented.
The 2014 update of the SEQ NRM Plan (2009-2031) – Managing Natural Assets for a
Prosperous South East Queensland 2014—2031 – coordinated by SEQ Catchments (HLW),
provides agreed targets for protecting and restoring natural assets in the SEQ region 51.
LGAs, such as Moreton Bay Regional Council (MBRC, QLD) and Canterbury Bankstown
City (Sydney), provide forums for information sharing and schedules on bush care activities
that is periodically updated (name of the bush care group, date, time and location of activities
is listed 52). The MBRC schedule includes Hays Inlet Bushcare that work in the Silcock St
saltmarsh area. Such groups, working with a range of environment groups often identify
specific site needs that become the focus of funding grant applications and eventually
projects.
Given the diversity of reasons and pathways for site selection the problem of matching
funding, goals, site and need with activity can be complex. If an estuary specific marine
vegetation strategy or other type of management plan with a prioritised program of works
exists, site selection may be a matter of matching funding to fit the program of works.
Similarly, the scale of a project is clearly confined by the resources available and / or grant
received, which is often determined by the mechanism bringing the project into existence.
But, without a considered program of works to select from, matching funding with
rehabilitation return may be difficult and arbitrary.
In NSW there is a solid body of projects (although not collated in any obvious way) that
demonstrates community engagement and initiative by coastal LGAs to restore and recover
saltmarsh areas. The driver is legislation promoting catchment and estuary management plans

49

See http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/coasts/
https://www.npsr.qld.gov.au/managing/plans-strategies/pdf/maroochy-river-conservation-park-2000.pdf
prepared under s 125 of the Nature Conservation Act 1992
51
See http://www.seqcatchments.com.au/our-programs-planning-innovation.html
52
See www.moretonbay.qld.gov.au/bushcare/
50
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that provides a platform for coordinated activity at the local level and guidance for
community involvement. There are estuary management plans developed for Queensland
estuaries but there was little evidence that these had a significant influence with respect to
saltmarsh rehabilitation. Possible reasons for the relatively small number of rehabilitation
projects identified for Queensland include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic community disinterest and/or lack of awareness, thus little motivation to restore
saltmarsh,
Saltmarsh as a source of biting insects, perception of places to avoid,
Lack of targeted approach to deal with mangrove encroachment into saltmarsh – Is
there any point in restoring saltmarsh?
Lower development pressure on saltmarshes (for example compared with Sydney)
although this is changing
Lack of coordinated funding and/or diminishing funding opportunities
The scale of saltmarsh and saltmarsh damage greatly exceeds capacity to restore it,
History of political disinterest in saltmarsh recovery,
Although listed nationally as vulnerable in 2013, there is no published recovery plan
for subtropical and temperate saltmarsh ecological communities
Projects were missed in the review, particularly for development offsets, because
documentation storage is ad-hoc, and
There is no centralised repository for storing relevant documentation nor for recoding
project activities.

The most likely reason for the small number of projects identified in Queensland is that
saltmarshes and their plight, just is not on the public and political radar. It is also very likely
projects were missed, simply because of the fragmented nature of saltmarsh rehabilitation
arena in Queensland.
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Restoration methodologies and manuals
There are a number of restoration manuals and experiential accounts of saltmarsh restoration,
sufficient, to not require a new one.

Manuals
Saltwater Wetlands Rehabilitation Manual produced by the Department of Environment
and Climate Change NSW (Anon, 2008b). This is supported by the paper by Kerryn Stephens
– Saltwater Wetlands – a Guide to Rehabilitation (Stephens, 2007).
Wet eBook: Workbook for Managing Urban Wetlands in Australia. Produced by the
Sydney Olympic Park Authority (Paul, 2013).
Best Practice Guidelines for Coastal Saltmarsh produced by the Department of
Environment and Climate Change NSW and Sydney Metropolitan Catchment Management
Authority who acknowledge the assistance of the Sydney Olympic Park Authority in
preparing the guidelines (Anon, 2008a)
National Restoration Standards produced by the Society for Ecological Restoration (2017)
provides a set of key principles:
Principle 1 Ecological restoration practice is based on an appropriate local
indigenous reference ecosystem
Principle 2 Restoration inputs will be dictated by level of resilience and
degradation
Principle 3 Recovery of ecosystem attributes is facilitated by identifying clear
targets, goals and objectives
Principle 4 Full recovery is the goal of ecological restoration wherever possible,
even if outcomes take long timeframes or involve high inputs
Principle 5 Restoration science and practice are synergistic
Principle 6 Social aspects are critical to successful ecological restoration
After articulating these principles the document then sets out strategies for Planning,
Implementing, Monitoring, Documentation, Evaluation and Reporting. The need for
standardised documentation, evaluation and reporting are the key issues identified in this
review as areas that need the most redress in saltmarsh rehabilitation.
The Waterwatch Estuary Field Manual (Anon, 2010) provides some strategies for monitoring
saltmarshes as does the Methods Manual Saltmarsh Habitat produced by Mangrove Watch.

Reports and Papers
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Issues around evaluating connectivity in aquatic ecosystems, including saltmarshes, are
explored in “Framework for evaluating aquatic ecosystem connectivity” (Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection, 2012). The framework helps to place rehabilitation at
the site scale into the context of the broader mosaic of wetlands helping to provide a strategic
overview to resource use and funding.
Consideration of community and individual viewpoints in rehabilitation, needs to be at an
early stage, as agued by Phil McManus (2006). McManus’ paper provides a cautionary tale
for those who fail to involve community early on, describing the experience of the City of
Sydney Council in 2004 with the release of the Glebe Foreshore plan. The ensuing dispute,
described as “Mangrove Battlegrounds” in a local paper, involved conflict over differing
community views that reduced the proposed restoration site area to less than a third.
McManus used the conflict to highlight the need for early and broad-based citizen
involvement in restoration efforts “to emphasise the importance of the timing of public
participation so that the important values of individuals and communities are not subsumed
beneath strategic arguments to support a position.” (McManus 2006, p3).
Published papers on specifics of saltmarsh restoration directly related to subtropical and
temperate saltmarshes include:
Joanne Green’s PhD thesis looks at the rehabilitation of the Fingal Peninsular (Fingal
Wetland Conservation project) and into the ecological consequences of saltmarsh
rehabilitation (Green, 2009).
Mia Dalby-Ball’s 2015 Coastal Conference paper ‘Port Botany the Biggest Saltmarsh
Creation Project in the World’ which provides an extensive experiential description of
saltmarsh rehabilitation including a number of case studies and reflection on lessons learnt
(Dalby-Ball, 2015).
Pia Laegdsgaard and Nicole McGaharan’s summary of restoration Tuggerah Lakes (Wyong)
rehabilitation projects (Laegdsgaard & McGaharan, 2013). Barnett et al. (2012) provides
insight into the difficulties and challenges of delivering the Tuggerah Lakes restoration
projects.
Soils of the Saltmarsh produced by the Sydney Environmental and Soil Laboratory gives
insight saltmarsh soils as the title indicates 53, and the use of seagrass wrack is explained in
Chapman and Roberts (2004).
The last paper to be considered is by Wegscheidl et al. (2015) (TropWater report 15/54)
which provides insights into threats and recovery potential for saltmarsh with a primary focus
on prawn productivity.

53

Accessed at www.sesl.com.au/uploads/articles/Soils_of_the_Salt_Marsh.pdf
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Conclusion
In this review, the focus has been on collating and describing saltmarsh rehabilitation projects
along the east coast from the Tropic of Capricorn south to Sydney. A total of 108 projects
were included and more were identified after the project cut-off. The majority were
undertaken in NSW and were related to improving the urban and peri-urban coast
environments. Consequently, most projects were of a spatially small extent (to 10s of
hectares), and often with relatively large budgets. In rural areas of NSW and Queensland the
projects tended to be more expansive and dealt with damage from invasive weeds, access
issues (people and cattle) or restoring functionality by removing or repairing legacy
infrastructure such as collapsed culverts and floodgates.
There was a fairly even spread of activities across the projects, providing a representative
account of most activities, although, without visiting individual sites, it was not possible to
objectively determine if rehabilitation had work. With around 60% of projects documenting
monitoring activities, it is likely that most projects have been successful at least within the
period of monitoring. It was clear that the monitoring period (with a few exceptions) was adhoc and too short to realistically assess if projects were successful. What ongoing
maintenance or adjustment was the need (e.g., repairing, replanting, weeding, up-skilling,
exclusions) was not always apparent in the year or two of most monitoring programs.
LGAs played a major role in many projects by providing in-kind support (coordination,
specialist equipment, specialist staff) and/or funding, or by undertaking the project in its
entirety. LGAs providing oversight and maintenance were crucial in ensuring longer-term
success. A missing element from many projects was a means or an allocation of resources to
provide for longer-term maintenance, although there were a number of examples where
multiple grants were achieved to fund sequential works at sites.
A key finding was that while documentation describing projects was generally sufficient in
that information on most projects could be located, it was also very ad-hoc and inconsistent
with wide differences in the availability, content and level of detail in reports. Generally,
information on offsets was difficult to access due to various contractual arrangements
involving developers and/or locating records. Reports describing monitoring and information
(including metadata) that would enable ongoing monitoring (possibly by an unrelated party)
was very deficient.
Basic reporting need to be enhanced to a standardised content level, and for information on
projects to be readily available. Consistent with inadequate reporting and lack of protocols
was a general tendency for practitioners to be unaware of many other projects, illustrated by
the surprise expressed by many contributors at the number projects identified. This introduces
limitations of the study. The major limitation of the review was that many projects were
assessed using scant documentation affecting the level of detail of information reported
affecting completeness. In other cases, information was gleaned from multiple (seemingly
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unrelated) sources where specific details were different, affecting reporting of the extent,
cost, timing and achievements of projects. For some projects, information was extensive but
only reflected a short timeframe, making it difficult to objectively assess the success of the
project. Some of these limitations were minimised by site visits and by talking with the
people involved.
There were a number of manuals and reports that contributed to the How-to of saltmarsh
restoration; sufficient to suggest there may be little value in developing a new manual for
HLW. Reviewing of documentation of projects similar to a planned project would be a very
informative source of information.
Cumulatively, assessment of project documentation relating to saltmarsh rehabilitation
projects demonstrated institutional and administrative gaps that will continue to inhibit access
to knowledge of saltmarsh rehabilitation efforts. An extended search for additional
documentation would fill many of the information gaps on specific projects referred to in this
study. The review should be expanded to include the entire range of Australian temperate and
sub-tropical saltmarshes, mainly to discover the extent of rehabilitation efforts and to bring
the related documentation together.
The establishment of the HLW Saltmarsh for Life initiative aims to address the issue of a
national response at the local level by developing coherency between response and local
projects. Even though there were few direct references to the STSC threatened ecological
community listing (in part due to short period since listing in 2013), in NSW there was
widespread awareness of the plight of saltmarshes, and considerable effort to address the
problem through on-ground works. A notable problem is the lack of a national recovery plan,
as there is no way to directly evaluate the contribution of any existing or planned
rehabilitation effort in the context of the community, nationally.
Overall, rehabilitation should be considered and planned in a systematic process where
groups of activities are considered within a hierarchy. Starting with landscaping and
hydrology related works, then mitigating pressures such as protecting and fencing saltmarsh
areas, followed by activities related to vegetation management – on-ground activities like
planting and weeding, with the final phase involving education and extension. A key goal
should be helping the local community to feel some ownership and responsibility toward the
saltmarsh. Rehabilitation should progress through a strategy of correcting, protecting,
revegetating and community ownership.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Complete Project List
Table A1: Full site list including LGA brief description and location coordinates
FID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Region
FNQ
CQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N

LGA
Townsville
Gladstone
Sunshine Coast
Sunshine Coast
MBRC
MBRC
MBRC
MBRC
MBRC
MBRC
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Redlands
Gold Coast
Gold Coast
Gold Coast
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Byron
Byron
Ballina
Ballina
Ballina
Ballina

Location
Sun Sun Prawn Farm, Townsville Port
Bustard Bay, 1770
Maroochy River Estuary
Glass Mountain Creek, Beerburrum Area 2
STP Burpengary East
Bremner Rd Rothwell SEQ Catchments
Bremner Rd Rothwell Houghton Hwy upgrade
Bremner Rd Rothwell WCA CfOC Monitoring
Saltwater Creek Rail Bridges Rothwell
Silcock St, Clontarf, Hays Inlet
Cabbage Tree Ck, Deagan
Piped Rd, Myrtletown
Gateway Bridge Duplication
Bill Benham Pk, Hemmant
Bulimba Oxbow
Doughboy Pde, Hemmant Recreation Reserve
Carolena & Goleby Sts, Cleveland
Coomera Waters
57-83 Tooraneedin Road, Coomera
Broadwater Parklands, Gold Coast
LEDA Dev Cobaki site1
LEDA Dev Cobaki site2
Tringa St, Tweed Heads
Fingal Wetland Conservation project, Fingal Head
Jack Julius Park Kingscliff
Black Rocks Bridge, Mooball Creek, Pottsville
Byron Oxbows, Brunswick River
Horse Paddock, Brunswick River
North Ck, Ballina, Site 1 Nth Bank
North Ck, Ballina, Site 2 Sth Bank
Country / Essential Energy, Ballina
Crowley Retirement Village, Ballina

33
34
35
36

NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N
NSW-N

Ballina
Ballina
Richmond Valley
Clarence Valley

Angels Beach Drive 1990, Ballina
Wardell fence, Richmond R - Teven Br Offset
Salty Lagoon, Evans Head
Lake Wooloweyah STAGE 2 -Orion Dr Offset
Hogbin Dr, Boambee, ET1 WCA Mid North Coast
Saltmarsh recovery project
Yellow Rock Road, Urunga, ET1 WCA Mid North
Coast Saltmarsh recovery project
Yellow Rock Wetland, Urunga
Tarkeeth Wetland, Kalang River
Deep Ck, Valla, ET1 WCA Mid North Coast Saltmarsh
recovery project
Watt Ck, Nambucca Heads
Shark Island, Macleay R Estuary
Macleay River, South West Rocks
New Entrance Rd, South West Rocks
Jerseyville 1

37 NSW-MN Coffs Harbour
38 NSW-MN Bellingen
39 NSW-MN Bellingen
40 NSW-MN Bellingen
41
42
43
44
45
46

NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN

Nambucca
Nambucca
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey

Latitude DD
19° 17.233'S
24° 7.024'S
26° 38.286'S
26° 59.374'S
27° 9.054'S
27° 13.459'S
27° 13.459'S
27° 13.459'S
27° 13.547'S
27° 15.019'S
27° 20.197'S
27° 23.016'S
27° 26.530'S
27° 26.841'S
27° 26.880'S
27° 27.070'S
27° 32.707'S
27° 50.774'S
27° 50.846'S
27° 57.707'S
28° 10. 826'S
28° 11.182'S
28° 10. 863'S
28° 11.070'S
28° 15.945'S
28° 24.645'S
28° 33.044'S
28° 32.603'S
28° 50.425'S
28° 50.633'S
28° 50.713'S
28° 51.084'S
28° 51.483'S &
28° 50.776'S
28° 57.266'S
29° 4.684'S
29° 29.327'S

Longitude DD
146° 50.365'E
151° 40.172'E
153° 4.459'E
153° 1.855'E
153° 1.787'E
153° 3.729'E
153° 3.729'E
153° 3.729'E
153° 2.716'E
153° 4.302'E
153° 3.372'E
153° 9.127'E
153° 6.016'E
153° 7.254'E
153° 6.904'E
153° 7.471'E
153° 16.848'E
153° 22.349'E
153° 21.911'E
153° 24.902'E
153° 29.368'E
153° 28.819'E
153° 30.745'E
153° 33.333'E
153° 34.586'E
153° 33.706'E
153° 31.123'E
153° 30.127'E
153° 34.401'E
153° 34.326'E
153° 34.480'E
153° 34.248'E
153° 33.935'E &
153° 35.133'E
153° 27.966'E
153° 25.955'E
153° 17.012'E

30° 20.148'S

153° 5.910'E

30° 29.221'S
30° 28.340'S
30° 29.943'S

153° 1.050'E
153° 1.755'E
152° 56.851'E

30° 36.114'S
30° 40.930'S
30° 52.086'S
30° 52.558'S
30° 53.413'S
30° 55.281'S

153° 0.202'E
152° 58.183'E
152° 59.796'E
153° 1.424'E
153° 1.180'E
153° 1.523'E
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FID
47
48
49
50

Region
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN

Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey

LGA

Latitude DD
30° 54.957'S
30° 54.791'S
30° 54.304'S
30° 56.179'S

Longitude DD
153° 2. 438'E
153° 0.797'E
153° 0.992'E
153° 2.046'E

31° 2.918'S
31° 3.436'S
31° 31.186'S
31° 37.969'S
31° 52.103'S
31° 56.316'S
32° 45.413'S
32° 51.197'S
32° 50.871'S
32° 51.361'S
32° 51.925'S
33° 4.960'S
33° 6.177'S
33° 13.270'S
33° 13.539'S
33° 13.618'S
33° 14.676'S
33° 17.436'S
33° 17.948'S
33° 17.969'S
33° 18.560'S
33° 19.304'S
33° 20.486'S
33° 20.747'S
33° 20.817'S
33° 21.790'S
33° 21.805'S
33° 21.817'S
33° 21.845'S
33° 21.849'S
33° 21.885'S
33° 29.639'S
33° 37.337'S
33° 38.721'S
33° 48.564'S
33° 48.665'S

153° 2.431'E
153° 3.052'E
152° 51.600'E
152° 47.820'E
152° 37.514'E
152° 36.894'E
152° 1.518'E
151° 46.792'E
151° 47.188'E
151° 40.744'E
151° 43.025'E
151° 31.918'E
151° 30.546'E
151° 30.741'E
151° 33.206'E
151° 33.222'E
151° 33.830'E
151° 28.320'E
151° 27.969'E
151° 27.729'E
151° 26.673'E
151° 27.073'E
151° 26.327'E
151° 26.441'E
151° 26.486'E
151° 27.780'E
151° 27.832'E
151° 27.838'E
151° 27.929'E
151° 28.533'E
151° 28.414'E
151° 22.933'E
151° 19.809'E
151° 17.114'E
151° 8.566'E
151° 8.420'E

33° 48.587'S

151° 8.379'E

33° 48.904'S

151° 8.597'E

33° 48.993'S

151° 8.597'E

33° 48.086'S

151° 8.499'E

33° 47.902'S

151° 8.962'E

92 NSW-Syd Lane Cove

Location
Jerseyville 2
Jerseyville 3
Jerseyville 4
Jerseyville 5
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, ET1 WCA Mid North
Coast Saltmarsh recovery project
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, HAG, Stages 1 &2
Lake Innes, PMHC
Stingray Creek, PMHC
Manning River bank stabilisation - Harrington
Luthrie Inlet, Old Bar, Manning R Estuary
Tilligerry Creek, Bobs Farm
Hunter Wetlands National Park
Tomago Wetland
Hexham Swamp
Kooragang Island - Area E
Dora Creek - Lake Eraring
Bonnells Bay
Orooaloo Pt, Wallarah Creek, Charmhaven
Halekulani LM8, Lake Munmorah
Halekulani LM7, Lake Munmorah
Slade Park, Budgewoi
Tuggerawong Foreshore Remediation
Wyong River mouth, Rocky Point Tacoma
Wyong River Mouth, Tacoma South
Lake Road, Tuggerah Lake
Geoffrey Rd, Chittaway Point
Berkeley Vale 1, Tuggerah Lake
Berkeley Vale, TL20 Tuggerah Lake
Berkeley Vale, TL19 Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL8, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale Foreshore, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL7, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL5c, Tuggerah Lake
Long Jetty, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale Saltwater Ck, Tuggerah Lake
Kylie Close Wetlands, Bensville
Careel Bay, Pittwater
Kooroowall Reserve, Pittwater
Ventemans Reach Reserve, Lane Cove National Park
Blackman Park, Lane Cove National Park
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 1 Kitty's Ck - 5
zones with multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 2 Buffalo Ck - 5
zones with multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 3 Sugar Loaf Point 5 zones with multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 4 Pages Ck - 5
zones with multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 5 Fairyland Historic
Area - 5 zones with multiple funding
Tambourine Bay, Lane Cove National Park. 3 funding
stages

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-MN
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-C
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd

Kempsey
Kempsey
Port Macquarie Hastings
Port Macquarie Hastings
Mid-coast
Mid-coast
Port Stephens
Port Stephens
Port Stephens
Newcastle
Newcastle
Lake Macquarie
Lake Macquarie
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (WSC)
Central Coast (GCC)
Northern Beaches (PC))
Northern Beaches (PC)
Lane Cove
Lane Cove

33° 49.612'S

151° 9.979'E

93 NSW-Syd Parramatta

SOP Newington Nature Reserve

33° 49.430'S

151° 4.278'E

94 NSW-Syd Parramatta
95 NSW-Syd Parramatta
96 NSW-Syd Canada Bay

SOP Badu saltmarsh Bird refuge
SOP Haslams Ck
Foreshore, Iron Cove

33° 50.428'S
33° 50.525'S
33° 51.742'S

151° 4.751'E
151° 3.466'E
151° 8.747'E

87 NSW-Syd Ryde
88 NSW-Syd Ryde
89 NSW-Syd Ryde
90 NSW-Syd Ryde
91 NSW-Syd Ryde
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FID
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Region
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd
NSW-Syd

LGA
Sydney
Inner West
Inner West
Canterbury Bankstown
Inner West
Canterbury Bankstown
Bayside (RCC)
Bayside
Georges River (KC)

106 NSW-Syd Bayside (RCC)
107 NSW-Syd Sutherland
108 NSW-Syd Sutherland

Location
Federal Park, Leichhardt
Wave Rock, Cooks River
Steel Park, Marrickville
Gough Whitlam Park, Earlwood (Stage1)
Tempe Recreation Reserve
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow (masterplan Site 3)
Landing Lights Wetlands, Banksia
Penrhyn Estuary, Port Botany
Claydon Reserve, Kogarah
Scott Park, Bado-berong Creek, San Souci (2 funding
stages)
Horning St, Kurnell
Quibray Bay, Kurnell
Additional projects

Latitude DD
33° 52.520'S
33° 55.049'S
33° 55.342'S
33° 55.437'S
33° 55.856'S
33° 56.416'S
33° 56.779'S
33° 57.761'S
33° 59.037'S

Longitude DD
151° 10.572'E
151° 8.408'E
151° 8.618'E
151° 9.253'E
151° 9.549'E
151° 2.371'E
151° 9.325'E
151° 12.530'E
151° 7.844'E

34° 0.128'S
34° 0.848'S
34° 1.387'S

151° 8.175'E
151° 11.965'E
151° 11.106'E

NSW-MN Kempsey
Yarrahapinni Wetlands National Park, Clybucca
30° 53.266'S
152° 58.603'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Gough Whitlam Park, Earlwood (Stage 2)
33° 55.336'S
151° 8.901'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Waterworth Park Earlwood
33° 55.612'S
151° 9.063'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Cup and Saucer Creek Canterbury
33° 54.926'S
151° 7.198'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow (Site 4A)
33° 56.544'S
151° 2.423'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow (Site 4B)
33° 56.959'S
151° 2.476'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow (Site 5)
33° 57.140'S
151° 2.438'E
NSW-Syd Canterbury Bankstown
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow (Site 6)
33° 57.417'S
151° 2.441'E
WSC – Wyong Shire Council; GCC - Gosford City Council; RCC – Rockdale City Council; PC Pittwater Council; SOP – Sydney Olympic
Park; KC - Kogarah Council
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Appendix 2: Summary of collated documentation
Table A2: Summary of documentation identified for each saltmarsh rehabilitation project

FID
1
2

LGA

4
5

Townsville
Gladstone
Sunshine
Coast
Sunshine
Coast
MBRC

6

MBRC

7

MBRC

3

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

MBRC
MBRC
MBRC
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Redlands
Gold Coast
Gold Coast
Gold Coast
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads

Location

Proposal

Permit

Mgt
Plan

Assessment
Report

Academic
publication
(thesis, paper,
presentation)

Sun Sun Farm, Townsville
Bustard Bay, 1770
Maroochy River Estuary
Glass Mountain Creek, Beerburrum
Area 2
STP Burpengary East
Bremner
Rd
Rothwell
SEQ
Catchments
Bremner Rd Rothwell Houghton Hwy
upgrade
Bremner Rd Rothwell WCA CfOC
Monitoring
Saltwater Creek Rail Bridges Rothwell
Silcock St, Clontarf, Hays Inlet
Cabbage Tree Ck, Deagan
Piped Rd, Myrtletown
Gateway Bridge Duplication
Bill Benham Pk, Hemmant
Bulimba Oxbow
Doughboy Pde, Hemmant
Carolena & Goleby Sts, Cleveland
Coomera Waters
57-83 Tooraneedin Road, Coomera
Broadwater Parklands, Gold Coast
LEDA Dev Cobaki site1
LEDA Dev Cobaki site2
Tringa St, Tweed Heads

Progress /
Final /
Summary
Report

Photos





WEB page













4





4





















































2
2






1
2
2





Row Totals














4
1
4
2
3
1
2
5
3
3
1
3
4
1
1
3
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FID

LGA

Location

24
25

Tweed Heads
Tweed Heads

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Tweed Heads
Byron
Byron
Ballina
Ballina
Ballina
Ballina
Ballina

34

Ballina
Richmond
Valley
Clarence
Valley
Coffs Harbour
Bellingen
Bellingen
Bellingen
Nambucca
Nambucca
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey

Fingal Wetland Conservation project,
Jack Julius Park Kingscliff
Black Rocks Bridge, Mooball Creek,
Pottsville
Byron Oxbows, Brunswick River
Horse Paddock, Brunswick River
North Ck, Ballina, Site 1 Nth Bank
North Ck, Ballina, Site 2 Sth Bank
Country / Essential Energy
Crowley Retirement Village,
Angels Beach Drive 1990
Wardell fence, Richmond R - Teven
Br Offset

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Proposal



Mgt
Plan

Assessment
Report

Progress /
Final /
Summary
Report






















Photos

WEB page

























































Pers comm Max Osborne LLS Kempsey
Pers comm Max Osborne LLS Kempsey
Pers comm Max Osborne LLS Kempsey
Pers comm Max Osborne LLS Kempsey
Pers comm Max Osborne LLS Kempsey




3
2
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
1

3






Row Totals

1



Salty Lagoon, Evans Head
Lake Wooloweyah STAGE 2 -Orion Dr
Offset
Hogbin Dr, Boambee, ET1 WCA
Yellow Rock Road, Urunga, ET1 WCA
Yellow Rock Wetland, Urunga
Tarkeeth Wetland, Kalang River
Deep Ck, Valla, ET1 WCA
Watt Ck, Nambucca Heads
Shark Island, Macleay R Estuary
Macleay River, South West Rocks
New Entrance Rd, South West Rocks
Jerseyville 1
Jerseyville 2
Jerseyville 3
Jerseyville 4
Jerseyville 5
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, ET1 WCA
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, HAG,

Permit

Academic
publication
(thesis, paper,
presentation)




4
4
1
2
2
1
2
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
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FID

LGA

Location

Proposal

Permit

Mgt
Plan

Assessment
Report

Academic
publication
(thesis, paper,
presentation)

Progress /
Final /
Summary
Report

Photos

WEB page

Row Totals

Stages 1 &2
53
54

Port
Macquarie
Hastings
Port
Macquarie
Hastings

55

Mid-coast

56
57
58
59
60
61

63

Mid-coast
Port Stephens
Port Stephens
Port Stephens
Newcastle
Newcastle
Lake
Macquarie
Lake
Macquarie

64
65
66
67
68

Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast

69
70
71
72
73
74

Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast

62

Lake Innes, PMHC

1


Stingray Creek, PMHC


3





2







2
2
2
4
1
1


Manning River bank stabilisation –
Harrington
Luthrie Inlet, Old Bar, Manning R
Estuary
Tilligerry Creek, Bobs Farm
Hunter Wetlands National Park
Tomago Wetland
Hexham Swamp
Kooragang Island - Area E
Dora Creek - Lake Eraring
Bonnells Bay
Orooaloo Pt, Wallarah Creek,
Charmhaven
Halekulani LM8, Lake Munmorah
Halekulani LM7, Lake Munmorah
Slade Park, Budgewoi
Tuggerawong Foreshore Remediation
Wyong River mouth, Rocky Point
Tacoma
Wyong River Mouth, Tacoma South
Lake Road, Tuggerah Lake
Geoffrey Rd, Chittaway Point
Berkeley Vale 1, Tuggerah Lake
Berkeley Vale, TL20 Tuggerah Lake

















2



1





























4
4
4
4
5





























4
4
4
4
4
4
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FID

LGA

Location

75
76

Central Coast
Central Coast

77
78
79
80

Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast

81
82

Central Coast
Central Coast
Northern
Beaches
Northern
Beaches

Berkeley Vale, TL19 Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL8, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale Foreshore, Tuggerah
Lake
Killarney Vale TL7, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL5c, Tuggerah Lake
Long Jetty, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale Saltwater Ck, Tuggerah
Lake
Kylie Close Wetlands, Bensville

83
84
85

Lane Cove

86

Lane Cove

87

Ryde

88

Ryde

89

Ryde

90

Ryde

91

Ryde

92
93
94

Lane Cove
Parramatta
Parramatta

Proposal

Permit

Academic
publication
(thesis, paper,
presentation)

Progress /
Final /
Summary
Report

Mgt
Plan

Assessment
Report













4
4





















4
4
4
4










4
1



1

Careel Bay, Pittwater
Kooroowall Reserve, Pittwater
Ventemans Reach Reserve, Lane
Cove National Park
Blackman Park, Lane Cove National
Park
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 1
Kitty's Ck
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 2
Buffalo Ck



West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 4
Pages Ck
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 5
Fairyland Historic Area
Tambourine Bay, Lane Cove National
Park.
SOP Newington Nature Reserve
SOP Badu saltmarsh Bird refuge



WEB page

Row Totals



1



2
0

Dragonfly Environmental

West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone 3
Sugar Loaf Point

Photos





2





2
2









2





2





3
2
2
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FID
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

LGA
Parramatta
Canada Bay
Sydney
Inner West
Inner West
Canterbury
Bankstown
Inner West
Canterbury
Bankstown
Bayside (RCC)
Bayside
Georges River
(KC)
Bayside
Sutherland
Sutherland

Column Total

Location
SOP Haslams Ck
Foreshore, Iron Cove
Federal Park, Leichhardt
Wave Rock, Cooks River
Steel Park, Marrickville
Gough Whitlam Park, Earlwood

Proposal

Permit

Mgt
Plan

Progress /
Final /
Summary
Report







Photos

WEB page












3
2







1
2
5





3



2
2
2











Salt Pan Creek, Padstow



Landing Lights Wetlands Banksia
Penrhyn Estuary, Port Botany



Claydon Reserve, Kogarah












27



16

43

45

11

Row Totals
4
1
3
4
2





Tempe Recreation Reserve

Scott Park, Bado-berong Creek, San
Souci
Horning St, Kurnell
Quibray Bay, Kurnell

Assessment
Report

Academic
publication
(thesis, paper,
presentation)

70

17

42

272
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Appendix 3. Project details: location, date, size, funding and involvement.
Table A3: Full list of projects listing date, extent and funding arrangements. Funding amount is the primary grant and total budget is the total
value of the project. * Wetlandcare Australia projects funded by Caring for Our Country “Coastal 20 sites” grant – not all were saltmarsh sites.
** Total budget is for full site remediation – the allocation for saltmarsh revegetation to B4C is unknown. *** Wetlandcare Australia NSW
Environmental Trust grant “Mid North Coast Saltmarsh recovery project” multiple sites. ± Wyong Council Caring for Our Country 20 million
grant in 2 stages, plus Landcare 4 million grant as third stage. Only some sites in the program were saltmarsh sites. ±± West Bank Lane Cove
River - 5 zones with funding from 3 NSW recreational fishing trust grants and 3 work stages: Stage 1 Dragonfly Environmental, Stages 2 & 3
volunteers.
FID LGA
1

Townsville

2

4
5

Gladstone
Sunshine
Coast
Sunshine
Coast
MBRC

6

MBRC

7

MBRC

8

MBRC

9
10

MBRC
MBRC

3

Location

Sun Sun Prawn Aquaculture
Farm, Townsville Port
Bustard Bay, 1770
Maroochy River Estuary
Glass
Mountain
Creek,
Beerburrum Area 2
STP Burpengary East
Bremner Rd Rothwell SEQ
Catchments
Bremner Rd Rothwell Houghton
Hwy upgrade
Bremner Rd Rothwell WCA CfOC
Monitoring
Saltwater Creek Rail Bridges
Rothwell
Silcock St, Clontarf, Hays Inlet

Date

Size (ha)

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

2008/9

50

3,000,000

3,000,000

2012

?

2,500,000

2,500,000

2016-18

3

9,775

12,775

Recipient

Funding Agency

GHD, BMD
* WetlandCare Australia (Cfoc 2.5
million Coastal 20 program)
Bunya Bunya Aboriginal Country
Corportation

Port of Townsville

* Wetlandcare Australia
MBRC

CfOC Coastal 20 WCA
Offset

Redcliffe City Council

Landcare SEQC

2008

frc Environmental

Qld DTMR, Offset

2012 -->

* Mangrove watch

CfOC Coastal 20 WCA

Thiess
Redcliffe Environment Forum

Moreton Bay Rail Offset
SEQ Catchments, Green Army

2012
2009

?
9.4

2007

2

2016
2016-18

0.9
3

50,000

7,000

116,504

12,040

CfOC Coastal 20 WCA
Landcare SEQC
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FID LGA

Location

11
12

Brisbane
Brisbane

Cabbage Tree Ck, Deagan
Piped Rd, Myrtletown

13

Brisbane

Gateway Bridge Duplication

14
15

Brisbane
Brisbane

16
17
18

Brisbane
Redlands
Gold Coast

19

Gold Coast

20

Gold Coast

Bill Benham Pk, Hemmant
Bulimba Oxbow
Hemmant Recreation Reserve,
Doughboy Pde
Carolena & Goleby Sts, Cleveland
Coomera Waters
57-83
Tooraneedin
Road,
Coomera
Broadwater Parklands, Gold
Coast

21

Tweed Heads

22

Date

Size (ha)

2015-16?
2014-->
20062009

0.6127

20142016
2000 -->

4
30

2006
2015
~2005

0.19
1.42

2
0.2443
3

2014-15

1.6

2008-12

2

LEDA Dev Cobaki site1

2016 -->

40

Tweed Heads

LEDA Dev Cobaki site2

2016 -->

25

23

Tweed Heads

24

Tweed Heads

Tringa St, Tweed Heads
Fingal Wetland Conservation
project, Fingal Head

25

Tweed Heads

26

Tweed Heads

27
28

Byron
Byron

Jack Julius Park Kingscliff
Black Rocks Bridge, Mooball
Creek, Pottsville
Byron Oxbows, Brunswick River
Horse Paddock, Brunswick River

2017 ?
2004

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

20,620

20,620

1,800,000
120,000
32,707

32,707

0.06
?

2008

0.09

2003
20072011
2011

0.01
35
3

60,000
(HAG)
6,000

120,000
10,780

Recipient

Funding Agency

NCN & B4C
SEQC
Royal Queensland Golf Club
** total is for full site remediation allocation for saltmarsh reveg to B4C
unknown
B4C - Total amount unknown

Gateway Additional Lane, Qld
DTMR Offset
SEQ Catchments
Gateway Motorway Alliance,
Offset
BCC LGA
Qld RTA Offset

B4C
Redlands City Council
Developer

Qld Urban Utilities Offset
Redlands LGA
Offset

Developer

Offset

City of Gold Coast
Offset required to be implemented by
Leda Developments
Offset required to be implemented by
Leda Developments
Offset required to be implemented by
Developer - Site now for sale

CoGC LGA

Tweed Shire Council
Offset required implemented
Tweed Shire Council

TSC LGA
by

Offset
Offset
Offset

TSC Offset

Tweed Shire Council

TSC Offset

Byron Council
HAG Byron Council

Byron LGA offset
NSW RFT
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FID LGA
29
30

Ballina
Ballina

Location

31

Ballina

Country
Ballina

32

Ballina

Crowley
Ballina

33

Ballina

34

Ballina

Angels Beach Drive 1990, Ballina
Wardell fence, Richmond R Teven Br Offset

35

Richmond
Valley

Salty Lagoon, Evans Head

36

Clarence
Valley

37

Coffs Harbour

38
39
40

Bellingen
Bellingen
Bellingen

41

Nambucca

North Ck, Ballina, Site 1 Nth Bank
North Ck, Ballina, Site 2 Sth Bank
/

Essential

Energy,

Retirement

Village,

Lake Wooloweyah STAGE 2 Orion Dr Offset
Hogbin Dr, Boambee, ET1 WCA
Mid North Coast Saltmarsh
recovery project
Yellow Rock Road, Urunga, ET1
WCA Mid North Coast Saltmarsh
recovery project
Yellow Rock Wetland, Urunga
Tarkeeth Wetland, Kalang River
Deep Ck, Valla, ET1 WCA Mid
North Coast Saltmarsh recovery
project

Date
2012
2012

2009-17
2010-14
19901991
2005

2012

Size (ha)

0.261
70m
~600m
fence;
17

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

3.59
440m
fence

2012
2012

2.4

2012
2011-12
2011

?
9
4

2012-15

20

* WetlandCare Australia
* WetlandCare Australia
Offset required implemented by
Essental Energy
Offset required implemented by
Crowley Retirement Village who
proposed a mangrove boardwalk
Offset required implemented by
Ballina Council
Offset required to be implemented by
Ballina Council
Rehabilitation requirement associated
with a sewerage treatment upgrade
being undertaken by Richmond Valley
Council Hydrosphere Consulting
Various stages undertaken by Clarence
Valley Council one stage funded
($30,000) by a developer as part of an
offset for a development site in Yamba

0.035

0.02
230m
fillets;
10ha
fenced

Recipient

29,590
4,166

Funding Agency

CfOC Coastal 20 WCA
CfOC Coastal 20 WCA
Offset
Offset
BSC Offset
BSC Offset

RVC LGA

CVC Offset

100,000

*** Wetlandcare Australia multi-site
projects see ET1 below

NSW ET

29,590
8,366

*** Wetlandcare Australia ET1
*** Wetlandcare Australia
private landholder

NSW ET
NSW RFT
NSW RFT

*** Wetlandcare Australia ET1

NSW ET
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FID LGA

Location

Date

42
43

Nambucca
Kempsey

Watt Ck, Nambucca Heads
Shark Island, Macleay R Estuary

2016
2017

44

Kempsey

2014

45

Kempsey

Macleay River, South West Rocks
New Entrance Rd, South West
Rocks

46
47
48
49
50

Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey
Kempsey

2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17

51

Kempsey

2011-12

4

52

2011-12

3.2

53

Kempsey
Port
Macquarie
Hastings

Jerseyville 1
Jerseyville 2
Jerseyville 3
Jerseyville 4
Jerseyville 5
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, ET1
WCA Mid North Coast Saltmarsh
recovery project
Korogoro Creek, Hat Head, HAG,
Stages 1 &2

20
fenced 1
ha
?
?
?
?

2011

n/a

54

Port
Macquarie
Hastings

Lake Innes, Port Macquarie Hastings
Council
Stingray Creek,
Hastings Council

Port

2017

Size (ha)

4.4km fen,
20
25
330m fen
0.387

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

40,000

109,330

4,350

5,025
89,233

6,160

7,493

Macquarie

2017-->

0.02

2015-16

1
1.9 km fen;
3 ha reveg
3 ha weed
1.6 km
115

55

Mid-coast

Manning River bank stabilisation
– Harrington

56

Mid-coast

Luthrie Inlet, Old Bar, Manning R
Estuary

2013

57

Port Stephens

Tilligerry Creek, Bobs Farm

2017

Recipient

Funding Agency

NCLLS & WCA
Kempsey Local Aboriginal Land Council
Seabreeze Beach Hotel Fishing
Club
Offset required to be implemented by
Developer

NSW RFT
Landcare

Comment Max Osborne
Comment Max Osborne
Comment Max Osborne
Comment Max Osborne
Comment Max Osborne

NSW LLS
NSW LLS
NSW LLS
NSW LLS
NSW LLS

*** WetlandCare Australia ET1

NSW ET

Hat Head Fishing Club

NSW RFT

BMT, WBM Pty Ltd
Offset required to be implemented by
Port Macquarie Hastings Council for
impacts due to replacement of the
Stingray Creek Bridge

PMHC Offset

NSW RFT
Offset

PMHC Offset

40,000

103,392

Greater Taree City Council

NSW RFT, GTCC LGA

28,500

60,907

Manning Entrance State Park Trust

NSW RFT, GTCC LGA, Crown
Lands

10,007

27,007

Farmer

NSW RFT
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FID LGA

58

Port Stephens

59
60
61

63

Port Stephens
Newcastle
Newcastle
Lake
Macquarie
Lake
Macquarie

64
65
66
67

Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast

68

Central Coast

69

Central Coast

70
71
72
73

Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast
Central Coast

74

Central Coast

75

Central Coast

62

Location

Date

Size (ha)

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

Recipient

Funding Agency

Water Research Laboratory UNSW
(Estimate from Wil Glaymore)
Various
Various

NSW ET, NWS NPWS Green
Army
NSW Fisheries, NPWS, Hunter
Region Local Land Services
(formerly Hunter River CMA)
?
?

WCA, CVA, Hunter Bird Observers Club
Incorporated - Green Army provides
maximum 10k for materials and the
rest is labour not cash

Hunter Wetlands National Park

2016-18

?

Tomago Wetland
Hexham Swamp
Kooragang Island - Area E

1993 -->
1998-->
1998-->

248
920
35

Dora Creek - Lake Eraring

2014

3

7,900

7,900

Lake Macquarie City Council

NSW RFT

Bonnells Bay

2017

0.22

17,750

37,458

NSW RFT, LMC LGA

2008-16
2008-16
2008-16
2008-16

1.7
0.39
0.82
10

23,250,000

23,250,000

Lakeside Retirement Village Landcare
± Wyong Council
CFOC 20 Million in 2 stages;
Landcare 3.25 million as third stage.
± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council

2008-16

2

Wyong Council

Wyong LGA

2008-16

1.2

± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare

2008-16
2008-16
2008-16
2008-16

2.2
6.8
1.7
0.22

± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare

2008-16

0.2

± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare

2008-16

0.2

± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare

Orooaloo Pt, Wallarah Creek,
Charmhaven
Halekulani LM8, Lake Munmorah
Halekulani LM7, Lake Munmorah
Slade Park, Budgewoi
Tuggerawong
Foreshore
Remediation
Wyong River mouth, Rocky Point
Tacoma
Wyong River Mouth, Tacoma
South
Lake Road, Tuggerah Lake
Geoffrey Rd, Chittaway Point
Berkeley Vale 1, Tuggerah Lake
Berkeley Vale, TL20 Tuggerah
Lake
Berkeley Vale, TL19 Tuggerah
Lake

250,000

CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare
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FID LGA
76

Central Coast

77
78

Central Coast
Central Coast

79

Central Coast

80

Central Coast

81
82

84

Central Coast
Central Coast
Northern
Beaches
Northern
Beaches

85

Lane Cove

86

Lane Cove

87

Ryde

88

Ryde

89

Ryde

83

Location

Date

Killarney Vale TL8, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney
Vale
Foreshore,
Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL7, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale TL5c, Tuggerah
Lake

2008-16

Size (ha)
0.18

2008-16
2008-16

1.7
0.18

2008-16

0.15

Long Jetty, Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale Saltwater Ck,
Tuggerah Lake
Kylie Close Wetlands, Bensville

2008-16

0.32

2008-16
2017-->

0.66
4

Careel Bay, Pittwater

2013-14
2004

Kooroowall Reserve, Pittwater
Ventemans Reach Reserve, Lane
Cove National Park
Blackman Park, Lane Cove
National Park
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone
1 Kitty's Ck - 5 zones with
multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone
2 Buffalo Ck - 5 zones with
multiple funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone
3 Sugar Loaf Point - 5 zones with
multiple funding

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

Recipient

Funding Agency

± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare
CfOC & Landcare

± Wyong Council
± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare

± Wyong Council

CfOC & Landcare

CfOC & Landcare

Central Coast Council

CfOC & Landcare
Gosford LGA

0.3

Dragonfly Environmental

Pittwater LGA

0.1

Dragonfly Environmental

Pittwater LGA

Lane Cove Council

NSW RFT, LCC LGA

Dragonfly Environmental

?

±± Dragonfly Environmental stage 1;
volunteers stage 2 & 3

NSW RFT + volunteer time
and support funding

2016-17

6

2017

?

33,560

116,960

71,770

2014-->

0.2

247,095

2014-->

0.2

±± Dragonfly Environmental stage 1;
volunteers stage 2 & 3

NSW RFT

2014-->

0.34

±± Dragonfly Environmental stage 1;
volunteers stage 2 & 3

NSW RFT
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FID LGA

Location

90

Ryde

91

Ryde

92

Lane Cove

West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone
4 Pages Ck - 5 zones with multiple
funding
West Bank Lane Cove River -Zone
5 Fairyland Historic Area - 5 zones
with multiple funding
Tambourine Bay, Lane Cove
National Park. 3 funding stages

93

Parramatta

94

Date

Size (ha)

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

2014-->

1.5

2014-->

0.7

2011-14

7.6

SOP Newington Nature Reserve

1997-->

12

?

Parramatta

SOP Badu saltmarsh Bird refuge

1997-->

7

?

95

Parramatta

SOP Haslams Ck

1997-->

?

96

Canada Bay

Foreshore, Iron Cove

2016-17

2.2
80m sea
wall
0.07

97
98
99

Federal Park, Leichhardt
Wave Rock, Cooks River
Steel Park, Marrickville

2001
2016
2008-10
20082010
2000

102

Sydney
Inner West
Inner West
Canterbury
Bankstown
Inner West
Canterbury
Bankstown

103

Bayside

100
101

Gough Whitlam Park, Earlwood
Tempe Recreation Reserve
Salt Pan Creek, Padstow
Landing
Lights
Wetlands
Banksia

104

Bayside

Penrhyn Estuary, Port Botany

105

Georges River

Claydon Reserve, Kogarah

0.5
0.095
0.08
0.4
0.47

1998

?

2012

1.6

1970s -->
2005

3.4
225m sea
wall

122,000

214,220

Recipient

Funding Agency

±± Dragonfly Environmental stage 1;
volunteers stage 2 & 3

NSW RFT

±± Dragonfly Environmental stage 1;
volunteers stage 2 & 3
Lane Cove Council (HAG + inkind includes HAG Stage 1, 2 &3)
Sydney Olympic Park Authority
Total amount not determined
Sydney Olympic Park Authority
Total amount not determined
Sydney Olympic Park Authority
Total amount not determined

NSW RFT
NSW RFT, Landcare CMA,
Lane Cove LGA
SOPA
SOPA
SOPA

40,000

99,000

City of Canada Bay

29,285

66,680

Leichhardt Council
Marrickville Council
KL Studio

NSW RFT, CCB LGA
NSW ET, NSW SWT,
Leichhardt LGA
NSW RFT
Marrickville LGA

238,229
175,000

Dragonfly environmental
Marrickville Council

Canterbury LGA
Marrickville LGA

Interlink
Cooks River Alliance On-ground
Works Program
CARDNO, Dragonfly environmental
Total amount not determined but very
substantial

NSW RTA Offset

Kogarah Council

Kogarah LGA

?

Rockdale LGA
Port Authority of
(Formerly
Sydney
Corporation), Offset
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FID LGA

Location

106
107

Bayside
Sutherland

Scott Park, Bado-berong Creek,
San Souci (2 funding stages)
Horning St, Kurnell

108

Sutherland

Quibray Bay, Kurnell

Date
2011
2012-13
20162017

Funding
Amount

Total
Budget

0.18
1.7

140,000

2

27,310

Size (ha)

Recipient

Funding Agency

140,000

Rockdale City Council
CTEnvironmental

NSW ET
Offset

27,310

Dragonfly Environmental

NSW NPWS
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Appendix 4: Summary of project work activities

6

MBRC

1



116,504




























5

1

1

1

0

3

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

1

1

4

0

0

1

1

7

1

1

1

1

RowTotals

Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Animal and pest management

Fencing






9.4
2

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

1

Hydrology management

?

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

12,775

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

3

Size (ha)

2,500,000



Awareness

MBRC

?



Protection

5



Revegetation

4



Landscape / Structural

Sunshine
Coast
Sunshine
Coast

3,000,000

Title change

3

50

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Gladstone

Major reworked landscape

2

Sun Sun Farm,
Townsville
Bustard Bay,
1770
Maroochy River
Estuary
Glass Mountain
Creek,
Beerburrum
Area 2
STP Burpengary
East
Bremner Rd
Rothwell SEQ
Catchments

New landscape

Townsville

Total Budget

1

Location

LGA

FID

Table A4: Summary of rehabilitation work undertaken for each project (1 multi-project funding)
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7
MBRC
Bremner Rd
Rothwell
Houghton Hwy
upgrade

8
MBRC
Bremner Rd
Rothwell WCA
CfOC
Monitoring

9
MBRC
Saltwater Creek
Rail Bridges
Rothwell

0.9

10
MBRC
3
12,040

11
Brisbane
Silcock St,
Clontarf, Hays
Inlet
Cabbage Tree
Ck, Deagan
0.19
20,620

12
Brisbane

13
Brisbane
Piped Rd,
Myrtletown
Gateway Bridge
Duplication

0.61

1.42











1






Awareness



Protection



Revegetation



Landscape / Structural



RowTotals

Trials/research



Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID
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3
0
1
0
1

3
0
0
1
1

2
1
1
0
0



2
0
0
1
1



4
1
1
1
1



3
1
1
0
1



4
1
1
0
1
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16

Brisbane

17

30

120,000

2

32,707

Redlands

Doughboy Pde,
Hemmant
Carolena &
Goleby Sts,
Cleveland

0.24

18

Gold Coast

Coomera Waters

3

19

Gold Coast

57-83
Tooraneedin
Road, Coomera

1.6

20

Gold Coast

2

21

Tweed
Heads

Broadwater
Parklands, Gold
Coast
LEDA Dev Cobaki
site1

40























Grazing
stopped but
hydraulic
changes not
yet






























1

1

1

13

1

1

1

1



5

1

1

1

1





5

0

1

1

1

3

1

1

0

0

6

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

3

0










1






5

RowTotals

Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management







Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

1,800,000

Awareness

Brisbane

4

Protection

15

Bill Benham Pk,
Hemmant
Bulimba Oxbow

Revegetation

Brisbane

Landscape / Structural

14

Location

LGA

FID
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26
22
Tweed
Heads
LEDA Dev Cobaki
site2

25

23
Tweed
Heads
Tringa St, Tweed
Heads

0.06

24
Tweed
Heads

25

Tweed
Heads
Tweed
Heads
Fingal Wetland
Conservation
project, Fingal
Jack Julius Park
Kingscliff
Black Rocks
Bridge, Mooball
0.01
?


0.09







0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0


5
1
1
1
1



5
1
1
1
1



4
0
1
1
1



Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Awareness



Protection

Animal and pest management



Revegetation

Fencing

Weed management



Landscape / Structural



Access management - people &
vehicles

implemente
d
Grazing
stopped but
hydraulic
changes not
yet
implemente
d
Planned and
approved by
not yet
implemente
d

RowTotals



Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID
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0



3

0

1

1

0



3

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

4

1

1

0

1

2

0

0

1

0

RowTotals

1

Trials/research

0

Monitoring

1

Signage /education

4

Title change

Awareness



Protection

Animal and pest management



Revegetation

Fencing



Landscape / Structural

Access management - people &
vehicles



Rubbish / vehicle removal

Weed management

Watering



Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Hydrology management



Revegetation

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID
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Creek, Pottsville
27

Byron

28

Byron

29

Ballina

30

Ballina

31

Ballina

32

Ballina

33

Ballina

34

Ballina

Byron Oxbows,
Brunswick River
Horse Paddock,
Brunswick River
North Ck,
Ballina, Site 1
Nth Bank
North Ck,
Ballina, Site 2
Sth Bank
Country /
Essential Energy
Crowley
Retirement
Village,
Angels Beach
Drive 1990
Wardell fence,

35

120,000

3

10,780

0.26

1

70m

1








~600m f 17



0.04
3.59
440m fence
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35
Richmond
Valley

36
Clarence
Valley

37
Coffs
Harbour

38
Bellingen

39
Bellingen

40
Bellingen
Richmond R Teven Br Offset
Salty Lagoon,
Evans Head
Lake
Wooloweyah
STAGE 2 -Orion
Dr Offset
Hogbin Dr,
Boambee, ET1
WCA
Yellow Rock
Road, Urunga,
ET1 WCA
Yellow Rock
Wetland,
Urunga
Tarkeeth
Wetland, Kalang
River
2.4
100,000

?
1

9
29,590

4
8,366

0.02

230m fillets; 10 ha
fenced

1























Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Awareness



Protection



Revegetation



Landscape / Structural



RowTotals



Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID
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2
1
1
0
0


6
1
1
1
1


5
1
1
0
1

2
0
1
1
0

1
1
0
0
0

3
1
0
1
0
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43

Kempsey

Watt Ck, Nambucca
Heads 4.4km fence, 20ha
Shark Island,
25

44

Kempsey

Macleay River, South
West Rocks
330m fence; 0.387ha

45

Kempsey

New Entrance Rd,
South West Rocks

46

Kempsey

Jerseyville 1

fenced 1 ha

47

Kempsey

Jerseyville 2

?

48

Kempsey

Jerseyville 3

?

49

Kempsey

Jerseyville 4

?

50

Kempsey

Jerseyville 5

?

51

Kempsey

Korogoro Creek,

4

109,330









Macleay R Estuary

5,025







89,233

1

Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering



Awareness

Nambucca



Protection

42

20

Revegetation

Deep Ck, Valla,
ET1 WCA

Landscape / Structural

Nambucca

RowTotals

1

41

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID
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1

0

1

0

0

4

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

3

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0







4

1

1

1

0







3

0

1

1

0









4

1

1

1

0









4

1

1

1

0







3

0

1

1

0

5

1

1

1

1
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Mid-coast

56

Mid-coast

57

Port
Stephens

Manning River
1
bank
stabilisation Harrington
Luthrie Inlet, Old Bar,
Manning R Estuary
1.9 km fence; 3 ha reveg;
3 ha weeding
Tilligerry Creek, Bobs
Farm 1.6 km; 115 ha

Stingray Creek,
PMHC

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

1



2

0

1

0

1



7

1

1

1

1

6

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

0





0.02


103,392

60,907

27,007































RowTotals

0

Trials/research

5

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Weed management



Awareness

55

54



Protection

Lake Innes, PMHC



Revegetation

Port
Macquarie
Hastings
Port
Macquarie
Hastings



Landscape / Structural

53

7,493

Watering

n/a

Kempsey

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

3.2

52

Revegetation

Hat Head, ET1
WCA
Korogoro Creek,
Hat Head, HAG,
Stages 1 &2

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight
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62

Lake
Macquarie
Lake
Macquarie

63

0

1

0

1

Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

2







4

1

0

0

1

920









4

1

0

0

1

Kooragang Island
35
- Area E
Dora Creek - Lake Eraring
3ha weeding 0.5 ha reveg
Bonnells Bay
0.22









4

1

0

0

1

Central
Coast

65

Central
Coast
Central
Coast

Orooaloo Pt,
Wallarah Creek,
Charmhaven
Halekulani LM8,
Lake Munmorah
Halekulani LM7,
Lake Munmorah

Central
Coast

Slade Park,
Budgewoi

67





64

66

Awareness

Newcastle

1

Protection

61



Revegetation

Hexham Swamp

?

Landscape / Structural

248

59

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location
Hunter Wetlands
National Park
Tomago Wetland

60

Port
Stephens
Port
Stephens
Newcastle

RowTotals

58

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight

1.7

250,000





3

0

1

0

1

37,458





2

0

1

0

1

23,250,000



7,900



1







4

0

1

1

1

0.39

1













6

1

1

1

1

0.82

1













6

1

1

1

1

10

1



2

0

1

0

1
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Central
Coast

71

Central
Coast
Central
Coast
Central
Coast
Central
Coast

72
73
74
75

Central
Coast



4

1

1

0

1

Trials/research



Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Revegetation



Awareness

70

Wyong River
mouth, Rocky
Point Tacoma
Wyong River
Mouth, Tacoma
South
Lake Road,
Tuggerah Lake
Geoffrey Rd,
Chittaway Point
Berkeley Vale 1,
Tuggerah Lake
Berkeley Vale,
TL20 Tuggerah
Lake
Berkeley Vale,
TL19 Tuggerah



Protection

Central
Coast

2

Revegetation

69

Tuggerawong
Foreshore
Remediation

Landscape / Structural

Central
Coast

RowTotals

68

Location

LGA

FID
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1.2

1









4

0

1

1

1

2.2

1









4

0

1

1

1

6.8

1











6

0

1

1

1

1.7

1









4

0

1

1

1

0.22

1













6

1

1

1

1

0.2

1













6

1

1

1

1

0.2

1













6

1

1

1

1
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Landscape / Structural

Revegetation

Protection

Awareness

6

1

1

1

1







4

0

1

1

1



4

1

1

0

1





6

1

1

1

1







6

1

1

1

1







7

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

RowTotals



Trials/research

Monitoring



Title change



Fencing

Signage /education

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Access management - people &
vehicles



Weed management

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated



Watering

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight

L.
Killarney Vale
TL8, Tuggerah
Lake
Killarney Vale
Foreshore,
Tuggerah Lake

0.18

1

1.4

1

Central
Coast

Killarney Vale TL7,
Tuggerah Lake

0.18

1







79

Central
Coast

0.15

1









80

Central
Coast
Central
Coast

Killarney Vale
TL5c, Tuggerah
Lake
Long Jetty,
Tuggerah Lake
Killarney Vale
Saltwater Ck,
Tuggerah Lake

0.32

1







0.66

1





76

Central
Coast

77

Central
Coast

78

81
82

Central
Coast

Kylie Close
Wetlands,
Bensville

4
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88

Ryde

89

Ryde







6

0

1

1

1





7

1

1

1

1





4

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

?
0.2

247,095

0.2

1

0.34

1

1



RowTotals



Trials/research

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget



Awareness

Ryde



Protection

87

71,770





Revegetation

Lane Cove

6





Landscape / Structural

86

Ventemans Reach
Reserve, Lane
Cove National
Park
Blackman Park,
Lane Cove
National Park
West Bank Lane
Cove River -Zone
1 Kitty's Ck
West Bank Lane
Cove River -Zone
2 Buffalo Ck
West Bank Lane
Cove River -Zone
3 Sugar Loaf Point





Monitoring

Lane Cove

0.1



Signage /education

85

84

0.3

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Careel Bay,
Pittwater
Kooroowall
Reserve,
Pittwater

Size (ha)

Location

Northern
Beaches
Northern
Beaches

Revegetation

83

LGA

FID
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3

0

1

0

1







3

0

1

0

1







4

0

1

0

1
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Parramatt
a
Parramatt
a

94
95

Parramatt
a

96

Canada Bay

SOP Newington
Nature Reserve
SOP Badu
saltmarsh Bird
refuge
SOP Haslams Ck

Sydney

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Access management - people &
vehicles

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

0.7

1







3

0

1

0

1

7.6

214,220







4

0

1

0

1

12

1















7

1

1

1

1

7

1















7

1

1

1

1

2.2

1











10

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

0

1

5

1

1

0

1

Size (ha)
0.5



99,000
























Trials/research

1

Title change

0

Fencing

1

Weed management

0

Watering

3

Revegetation



Hydrology management



Foreshore, Iron Cove 80m
Federal Park,
Leichhardt

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.



sea wall; 0.07ha
97

Major reworked landscape

1

New landscape

1.5

Total Budget

Awareness

93

Protection

Lane Cove

Revegetation

92

Landscape / Structural

Ryde

RowTotals

91

West Bank Lane
Cove River -Zone
4 Pages Ck
West Bank Lane
Cove River -Zone
5 Fairyland
Historic Area
Tambourine Bay,
Lane Cove
National Park.

Monitoring

Ryde

Signage /education

90

Location

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight
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Bayside

105
106

Georges
River (KC)
Bayside

107

Sutherland

1.7






140,000








Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

4

1

1

0

0

8

1

1

0

1



3

1

1

0

0



2

1

1

0

0

5

1

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

0

0

9

1

1

0

1

3

0

1

1

0














































Trials/research

1



Title change

0

Fencing

1

Weed management

1

Watering

7





Access management - people &
vehicles



Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)
0.18





225m sea wall
Scott Park, San
Souci
Horning St,
Kurnell





Awareness

104





Protection

103

Canterbury
Bankstown
Bayside
(RCC)

175,000





Revegetation

102





Landscape / Structural

101

238,229



RowTotals

Canterbury
Bankstown
Inner West





Monitoring

100



Signage /education

Inner West

66,680

Revegetation

99

Wave Rock, Cooks
0.1
River
Steel Park,
0.08
Marrickville
Gough Whitlam
0.4
Park, Earlwood
Tempe Recreation
0.47
Reserve
Salt Pan Creek,
?
Padstow
Landing Lights
1.6
Wetlands
Banksia
Penrhyn Estuary,
3.4
Port Botany
Claydon Reserve, Kogarah

Hydrology management

Inner West

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

98

Location

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight
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108

Sutherland
Quibray Bay,
Kurnell

2
Totals
15
15
25
18

27,310

18
57
21


4
45
34
27
20
13
3


39
63

Revegetation
Protection
Awareness

16

Landscape / Structural



RowTotals

Trials/research

Monitoring

Signage /education

Title change

Rubbish / vehicle removal

Animal and pest management

Fencing

Access management - people &
vehicles

Weed management

Watering

Core / matting mulching / soil
rehabilitated

Revegetation

Hydrology management

Bank stabilisation / fillets / causeway

Contouring / Infilling / levelling wheel
ruts etc.

Major reworked landscape

New landscape

Total Budget

Size (ha)

Location

LGA

FID

Saltmarsh Rehabilitation Projects Review – Jon Knight

3
0
1
0
1

433
59
84
61
73
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